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At right is an artist's 
water color sketch of the 
long awaited ~l~pp.~ 
centro that 
erected on the N.W. 
comer of the intersection 
Eby Street and Lakelse 
hue in Terrace. 
er tenants will in- 
e a K-Mart Depart- 
ment Store (50,000 sq. ft.) 
Overwaitea Foods (28,000 
sq. ft.) Commercial 
Retail Units -- one about 
~ut 20 - -  (78,000 sq. ft.) 
The land and shopping 
centre was axquir~ in 
November from 
Cloverlawn Investments 
Ltd. of Toronto bY Abacus 
Clqes Ltd. All penn its 
and agreemtnets With the 
district of Terrace have 
f /~  asquired including 
dation permits for 
building ecnetrucllon. 
Abacus Cities Ltd. is a 
Company oroviding in- 
vestment vehicles and 
related services for in- 
dividual  inventors 
through operations in 
land and property 
development. The 
president's office is 
located in Vancouver. 
. . . .  . . . . . o , 
,, ..:~ ~.~,J~,~, 
tr £C LC~.t.T.:,, ~:.C., 
va't-'L~4 . . . . . .  
$9,000,000 Skeena Mail already 86 per cent leased 
"Artists concept of $9 million Skeena Mall to ~en in Terrace October, 1978." 
/ h 
20c 
12 killed 23 hurt in 
Texas wharf fire 
GALVESTON, Texas gos~ on," said police 
(AP) -- Firefighters Lieut. D.K. Lack. 
battled flames licking at 
storage silos on a Galves- 
ton wharf Wednesday 
while rescue workers 
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Many needy gifted 
by Sally A]: la aid 
• Smoke poured from the 
nearest silo and officials 
feared another explosion. 
One hundred and thawed in a rented Wenesday. No one was An assistant fire chief 
seventy.three Christmas mocrownve oven. paid. said it could take up to 
Ham s and Over 500 Referrals and the Suns~e ! Although Strickland three days for rescuers to 
were provision of the names of was only in Terrace afew finish combing the blast 
distributed by the families and individuals months, and unable to searched the site of a area for victims. 
Salvation Army over the in need of i~meprs and compare the demand grain elevator explosion The elevator belongs to 
~yr~tmas  holidays_, ~un;shine ,~ags_were ~th that of last year,.he that killed at least 12 Farmers Export Co. and 
~?_v_~5~ .~c~. ouc~ many oy me ~.e.par;c- ten in~eations were ~ versens, injured 23 and has a capacity of four 
~u-cz~a ox me Terrace menc ox unman neea was lreater this left f i~  nt[tm.~ m|ma|na mill|an hu~h~l~ V~ln,~d 
t;orps :~alvation Ann,y. Resources and other Chrislmas tl~n in1976 for ~,..~=~... . . .  . , -  ~.,,'-='^-'ff .,'"-~,';'--~,'..="~L.^,''.."." Eachh . . . . . .  ,,~ou,, - ,s - ,  o ~,,- o, ,,~. , ,- . ,v., u,c cs©v,- . . mnper contained a socmlasmtance agenmes, hampers and Sunshine n i~, ,  ~,~,,h ,.,0o hoo,.a ~,,. ~,a t,~,, ,  . . . .  ,,,., 
mrxe X -  vary .u.~g in. size The TK. dro.p off centre bags. The individual [l'5"'k'i'lom"'e~t'res'Oa'~va"--y, a"bou ~.wo""~y'ea"rs~. ~ . . . . . .  
a~ording..with~e.mzeot wr...apl~, ana age ra..ted dinners were not in as twisted, steel and left 
me,my re cetyu.l, g ~t. ~I~ ..~or .t~e ,~¥ ~ ~ne ~,eat demand~as last ~e  ~.**~ of shattered It was the second~ fatal 
e mmily Up ~0 kga 16, prograltl. Each of the Strickland added that cars were damaged 'by explosion hit an e~'evator 
all gift wrapped. This three supermarkets wimout he generous help the blast complex in New Orleans 
amounted to more than packed hampers fur the and copoperaiion of the ....... " Thursday, killing 34. 
450 Chrislmas presents. S.A. as well. In addition three supermarkets, the Smoldering debris Searchers are combing 
• In addition, to all this, to needy individuals and advertising and special from the blast erupted that debris for a missing 
In~vtdual dinners were families in Terrace, assistance of the media into fire late Wednesday man. 
congas in advance and hampers went out to New und the staff of TK, plus morning, prompting . . . .  
9uick4.~zen. These were emo, Kitlmat, Kitameat the volunteers who authorities to evacuate . ~o cause nas ueen 
zor aeuvery on an in- Village and Greenville. wrapped, delivered and employees from the site aetermined for either 
divldual basis for elderly All those participating helped in a number of " explosion. 
and shut-ins who might in the Salvation army ways, the task of The. fire flared in an 
otherwise have gone Christmas Cheer providing Christmas open space between the 
without. Last year 200 of program were volun- cheer to so many needy damaged elevator and 
~ese "single meals were • toers, Lieut. Strickland persons would have been the first of a row of silos. 
delivered. When the call told the Herald, almost unsuperable. 
Among the missing 
were three federal grain 
inspectors. 
FBI spokesmen con- 
firmed that agents were 
on the scene in Galveston 
to act as liaison and offer 
their assistance in 
laboratory and iden- 
tification work. 
Elevators uch as the 
one at Galveston contain 
highly flammable grain 
dust, which can ignite 
and explode fro~ the 
smallest spark. 
"MAY BE OTHERS 
"There may be others 
in there and our search 
Gas company warns 
wood-fire burners 
The long-term solution 
is to provide a separate. 
fresh air supply for the 
fireplace. In the mean- 
time, •danger can be 
avoided by opening a 
windeiw or two re three 
inches while the fireplace 
is in operation. It is also 
important to ensure that 
the existing fresh air 
supply to the furnacd is 
not obstructed in any 
way.. 
Dampers should be 
colsed when fireplaces 
are not in use..This will 
preven furnace heat from 
escaping up the chimney. 
Carbon monoxide is 
odourless and tasteless 
and may give no warinifig 
of its presence. Symp- 
toms of carbon monoxide 
poisoning, all of which 
may also result from 
other causes, includes 
headaches, tightness 
across forehead and 
temples, watering and 
smarting of the eyes, 
weariness and weakness, 
and pink skin coloration. 
• The above warning was 
turned into the office of 
the Herald for publication 
as a public service. The 
Herald feels the subject 
matter is of sufficient 
importance to place it on 
the front page. 
came in for one, the 
dinner would be taken out 
of the freezer and quick- 
LONDON (Reuter) -- A 
The winner of the London physieianalleged 
Registered Nurses Wednesday that some 
Christmas Raffle is Mrs. 
S. Poppe of 4526 Park British doctors are[giving 
handicapped children Ave. 
~s .  Poppe accepted a drug overdoses and 
cheque for $120 in Lieu of underfeeding them to 
ensure their deaths. 
a season's pass to Kit- Dr. Margaret White, 
sumkelum Mountain. who is also a magistrate, 
Proceeds of the raffle 
go towards the purchase was speaking at a news 
of new equipment for the conference to launch a 
campaign to strengthen 
Terrace Loan Cupboard. laws relating to  in- 
Children overdosed 
fanticide. 
"We have known for 
some time that some 
doctors have been using 
questionable means to 
ensure the demise of 
handicapped children 
through overdosing and 
underfeeding," Dr.White 
said. 
The campaign, 
organized by the Society 
for the Protection of 
Unl~rn  ~h i ld r~,n  
Croft Randle, on the 
Provincial Executive of 
the Telecommunications 
Union, says his telephone 
service was cut off. 
Editor.) Croft is one of 
the thousands of B.C. Tel 
employees now entering 
the second month of a 
strike that is daily 
growing more bitter, 
Croft Randle 
without notice, by the 
B.C. Telephone Company 
as an harrnssment 
against an officer of the 
T.W.U. (see letters to the 
.The following warning 
.i~ ]ssu~ J01ntly, by 
• "aclhc Lvorthei'h Gas~Co: ' 
and the Provincial Gas 
Safety Branch, B.C .  
Hydro and Inland 
Natural Gas. 
That cozy feeling from 
a wood-burning fireplace 
on a cold day may be 
dangerously deceptive, 
safety officials warn. 
In a home where the 
main l~ating system is a 
vented furnace, a 
i fireplace can deprive it of 
an adequate supply of air, 
This in turn could cause 
the furnace to draw air 
hack through the vent, 
spilling products of 
combution -- possibly 
including dangerous 
carbon monoxide- into 
the home thus 
threatening the lives of 
the occupants. 
Most modern homes 
are wii insulated, caulked 
and weather stripped. 
The large amount of air 
a fireplace draws when in 
use can prevent the 
furnace from receiving 
the volume of air it needs 
for proper combustion 
and venting, even though 
the furnace may be  
located in another part of 
the home. 
] 
As reported in the 
Herald earlier this 
month, Abacus Cities 
Ltd. -- an Alberta and 
B.C. based public com- 
pany announced the 
acquisition of a 9,4 acre 
site in the heart of 
Terrace, and plans to 
develop Skeena Mall, a $9 
million air-conditiuned 
and enclosed shopping 
centre, with parking 
accommodation for 
approximately 600 
vehicles. 
The projected opening. 
completion date has been 
set for October 1978. 
The development khas 
been described as a "One 
phase neighbourhood 
shopping centre with a 
major department s ore 
and one supermarket. 
Approximately 20 ad- 
ditional retail com- 
mercial stores will be 
included. The Skecna is 
considered "...a long 
awaited evelopment kby 
the residents as 
evidenced by the heavy 
pre-lea sing. 
Weather 
Continued cold and clear is the 
weather forecast for today. 
A possibility of snow during 
the night. 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER :!9, 197Y 
The strike of B.C. Tel 
workders who are 
members of the 
Telecommunication 
Workers Union continues 
to grow in bitterness, 
with charges and 
counter-charges made by 
both sides. One officer on 
the .ex_~uti_ve of the T. W_U,. 
Don MeRebb (in photo 
above) told the Herald 
Don McRobb 
Wednesday he has had 
abe raise in salary since 
January 1st, 1976 (two 
years abe). However, he 
insists, he is quite aware 
of the serious unem- 
ployment situation if 
Canada nd is in no way 
happy at being on strike. 
Don feels the labour 
dispute is not the union's 
doing, but was planned 
and instigated by the~ 
Telephone Company 
itself. McRobb insists 
B.C. Tel stands to gain 
millions of dollars in 
wages saved by a 
prolonged strike. "All I .  
am asking," he sayd, "is, 
for a 4½ per cent raise: 
over my 1976 salary -- far .. 
less than the amount lost: 
by inflation, and then go 
bact to work. _ 
People, in the news 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) -- 
Actor Carl Betz---star of 
the Donna Reed Show and 
Judd for the Defence--is 
under treatment in 
Cedars-Sinai Hospital in 
West Hollywood for an 
undisclosed ailment, a 
hospital spokesman says. 
The spokesman said 
Tuesday that Betz, 52, 
was taken to hospital 
Nov. 28, but, at the re- 
quest of his family, his 
condition and illness 
would not be revealed. 
Betz became a 
nationally-recognized 
actor in the role of Miss 
Reed's doctor-husband in 
the popular television 
show more than 15 years 
ago. The series-- also 
starring Shelley Fabares 
and Paul Peterson--ran 
for eight years. 
More recently, he 
. appeared as a flam- 
boyant defence lawyer in 
Judd for the Defence. 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Senator William Prox- 
mire wanted to learn 
about the garbage busi- 
ness first hand, so he 
spent the day working 
with a crew of New York 
City sanitation workers. 
The Wisconsin 
Democrat was pretty 
good at the job too. said 
the crew which showed 
him the ropes. 
Tuesday morning he 
donned woolen clothes, 
boarded a truck in 
Brooklyn and spent the 
day with the pros. 
"We didn't know what 
he had in mind--he just 
loaded garbage with us," 
said Louis Cardella, 
driver of the truck. "He 
also took a ride to the 
dump and found out how 
that worked." 
Proxmire wanted to 
learn about the 
operations of the sani- 
tation department, a
spokesman for the 
senator said. Proxmire, 
head of the Senate 
banking committee 
which oversees federal 
aid to New York City, has 
often criticized city 
spending practices. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
A S imon Fraser 
University student 
identified as a German 
~ rincess, has been named y a Britislinewspaper as 
a possible bride for 
Prince Charles. 
Princess Friederike, 
23, of the German royal 
house of Hanover, has 
been living incognito in 
British Columbia and 
currently isbelieved to be 
somewhere in the Van- 
couver area. 
The London News of the 
World, a weekh' 
newspaper, listed her ancl 
three other princesses as 
the latest candidates for 
marriage to the heir to 
the British throne. 
The paper said the 
princess is the daughter 
of Germany's Princess 
Sophie--sister of Prince 
Philip and first cousin to 
Prince Charles. 
The newspaper said 
that Princess 
Friederike's cousin Prin- 
cess Marie. 25, is a 
favorite to become 
Prince Charles' bride. 
Also in the running, the 
report says, are Princess 
Marie's two sisters--' 
Princess Olga, 19. and 
Princess Alexandra, 18. : 
The.~: are more distant 
cousins to Prince 
Charles. 
COLUMBUS, Ohio 
(AP) -- Hustler 
magazine owner Larry 
Flynt has purchased the 
Los Angeles Free Press 
for an undisclosed sum. 
his company confirmed 
Wednesday. 
Joann Fairchild. public 
relations and trade 
relations director for 
Larry Flynt Publications, 
• confirmed lhe company 
will take over operation 
of the newspaper Jan. 1. 
She said Flynt intends 
to retain the present 
staff. 
Jay Levin of New York 
has been named 
publisher, Ms, Fairchild 
said. 
No other details were 
available, 
The Free Press is an 
"alternative" newspaper 
that includes a sup- 
plemental section with 
sex-oriented advertising 
and articles, 
l 
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Man mows 
his roof 
By RICHARD 
COLLICUTT 
'iYuro Dally News 
STEWlACKE, N.S. 
(CP) -- They laughed at 
Fred Parnell when he aid 
ha intended to build a 
house with a grass roof. 
They still chuckle, 
especially when he's 
mowing his roof. 
But the last laugh is 
Fred's. 
The 42-year-old Air 
Canada aircraft 
technician says sod 
provides a lot of in- 
striation and is eheaper to 
install than regular 
roofing. 
The ancient con- 
struction technique once 
was used on walls as well 
as roofs. He predicts a re- 
turn to sods, at least for 
roofing. 
Parnell's od roof cost 
about $600. He estimated 
a conventional roof would 
have cost $1,400, to $1,800. 
It started when Parnell 
saw an experimental sod- 
roofed house in Wolfville, 
N.S. and talked about 
putting a similar roof on 
the house he planned to 
build. 
"I was going with the 
conventional roof, to tell 
you the truth," he said. 
But teasing neighbors 
and friends dared him to 
use grass. It turned into a 
bet, and he went ahead 
with sod. 
STURDY WALLS 
NEEDED 
Parnell's house is one 
of the prefabricated log 
packages that have 
become fashionable 
recently. It is its solid log- 
on-log construction that 
give the walls the support 
they need to hold the roof. 
And support it needs. 
The load of sod trucked to 
the house weighed 21 tons 
in its fairly dry form. 
Parnell has no idea how 
much it weighs when it is 
wet. 
The construction of a 
was midwinter and the 
contractor arrived with a 
load of frozen sods. 
"The people had to put 
the truck vnth the sods in 
it in a barn to thaw it 
out," he said. 
TWO LAYERS USED 
Two layers of sod were 
used. They laid the first 
layer grassside-down a d 
fastened itsecurely to the 
pine underlay by placing 
chicken wire over it. then 
the second layer was laid 
grass-side-up. 
To ensure ngaist any 
sod slipping, Fred bolted 
four-by-six timbers along 
the eaves. 
With everything in 
place, Fred and Leona 
Parnell settled in for 
their first winter. 
For the first couple of 
months the propane hot- 
air furnace system was in 
constant use until the 
pine logs dried out. 
Meanwhile, the heavy 
roof helped prevent 
warping as the logs dried. 
"Since then, I've never 
had the propane furnace 
on," Parnell said. In- 
stead, he uses a sm~ 
wood stove installed so its 
heat goes into the fur- 
nace's cold air return. 
The furnaee blower 
distributes the stove heat 
throughout the house. 
A sure-fire indicator 
that the roof isn't letting 
heat out is that every 
chilly morning when the 
lawn is covered with frost 
the roof has the same 
white layer. 
Parnell says he's sold 
on the sod roof and would 
definitely use it again if 
he built another house, 
The roof has one 
drawback. It's alive, and 
like a lawn it needs 
regular attention. 
Parnell uses a ladder to 
climb to the roof and son 
Wayne, 15, hands him up 
the gasoline lawnmower. 
The exercise takes about 
five minutes. 
sod roof worried Parnell At the back of the house 
for a while. Would it.!~ak ~,;the~drog,W.~ti~ ~l~und ~is 
br wo)il~ ~rln's "::~o.re:~iab~t'.;p.5:TeeF:L~rWith t~ ~ 
mrougu me xrame under m0~er in one hand and 
the sod? clutching rass with the 
other, Parnell holds on To prevent anything of 
the kind, he topped the 
two-inehthiek tongue- 
and-groove pine underlay 
with two thick layers of 
tarpaper followed by 
three layers of heavy 
plastic film. 
By the time the roof 
underlay was ready it 
for dear life when he 
a~roaches the ~roof's 
e.  
But keeping his seeond 
lawn immaculate is a 
passion with him because 
of the kidding he has 
taken about he roof. 
His fear is dandelions. 
Antlers big business 
SAN FRANCISCO 
(AP) - -  Jung Wang has 
made a modem-day 
business out of the an- 
cient Oriental belief that 
a slice of antler in your 
morning tea is all you 
need to put a bounce in 
your step and a spark in 
your love life. 
Wang says his firm, U- 
Jin Enterprises Inc., has 
processed 12,000 pounds 
of Alaskan reindeer 
antlers and 20,000 pounds 
of elk and red deer an- 
tiers from New Zealand 
this year alone. 
Working out of an old 
radio studio, U-Jin buys 
the antlers and cures 
them in walk-in ovens. 
The elixir is then shipped 
mainly to Oriental and 
Soviet ports. 
In Ho~ Kong, devotees 
pay as much as $700 a 
pound for the prime, top 
part of an antler, Wang 
said. But it is the Soviets 
who swear most devoutly 
by the power of the horns 
to stimulate the heart, 
ease digestion and relax 
muscles, he said. 
In the Eastern world, 
the well-to-do drink tea 
boiled from the antlers 
and lesser ingredients for 
30 days traight in the fall 
or winter to shore them- 
selves up for the year 
ahead. 
early in the morning last 
week when he heard a 
weak signal for help. 
"I was using a new 
amplifier with con- 
siderable sock to it is why 
I picked it up," he ex- 
plained. 
He determined that the 
call was from. a ship 
about 32 kilometres from 
Miami. It turned out that 
the boat's captain, 
Lawrence Otera, was 
seeking U.S. Coast Guard 
assistance. His ship, 
carrying five passengers 
bound for Lima, Peru, 
was taking on water 
through ahole in the bow 
and he was trying to get 
to Miami for repairs. 
m 
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio 
(AP) -- A sea rescue 
involving this land-locked 
southern Ohio town? 
The rescue actually 
was in the Atlantic Ocean 
off the coast of Florida, 
but it was made with the 
help of an Ohio ham radio 
operator. 
Larry Beckwith, who 
has been a "ham" for 50 
years, was on the air 
Clowning around Is part of the fun at Chrlstmastlme at Children's Hospital. Five 
year old Brenda Joined in the Christmas activities when a special friend, Mr. 
Kiwanis Clown, came to visit and leave a toy for her while whe was hospltallzed.; 
Christmas at Children's Rospltal in Toronto arrives early in the season. En- 
tertainment from carol singing, puppet shows and clowns to the welcoming of 
Santa re a part of thespeelal moments he children share. 
• Success  isn ' t  easy ,  
woman says  
By PABLO FENJVES 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Architect Eva Veseei 
used to shun questions on 
the difficulties of being a 
professional woman. 
"I would say: 'Look, I 
don't have problems, I've 
made ithaven't I? But 
truthfully, it hasn't been 
easy." 
The 47-year-old mother 
of two was among the 
thousands who attended 
the National Women's 
Conference in Houston 
last month during which 
women pushed for 
measures promoting 
greater social and 
economic equality. The 
experience gave her the 
courage to speak out. 
"It's true that I often 
had difficulty getting 
hired :~bee~iuse I m a 
familywofnan, sheseid. 
"Prosl~tive- employers 
used to wonder what 
Would happen if my child 
took sick. 
"I've never been 
rejected in the form of a 
straight 'No, you're a 
female and you just can't 
do that'. The thought was 
surely there but it has 
never been quite that 
direct." 
Mrs. Veseei, a tall, 
elegant woman with 
curly, black hair, has to 
her credit a recently 
completed, $102-million 
development in down- 
town Montreal. 
WINS HIGH PRAISE 
La Cite, touted by its 
owners as one of the best 
examples of urban 
redevelopment on this• 
continent, is her most 
prized achievement to
date. 
It features three 30- 
storey apartment 
clusters, a 5OO-room 
hotel, a 26-floor office 
tower, an enclosed 
Bank 
For the next four hours, left 
Beckwith and two other open 
radio operators com- 
municated with the ship MONTREAL (CP) -- 
and the coast guard. An embarassed security 
official confirmed today 
DES PLAINES, ILl. that a north-end bank's 
(AP) -- Brian Carlson main door had been un- 
could barely believe his locked during most of the 
eyes when he opened the Christmas weekend. 
black case a traveller left "All we can blame it on 
behind at a highway is human error," said the 
restaurant. It contained Bank Canadian National 
packets of neatly official. The door had 
wrapped $100 bills., been unlocked for almost 
Carlson, 17, said his four days but the bank re- 
first thought Monday was ported nothing missing. 
to "go where it's warm" 
with the money, which Police were tipped off 
totalled $22,861. about the unlocked oor 
But the youth, a $2.40- when a ct/stomer, Fer- 
an-hour busboy at the nai~l Raymond, entered 
restaurant ear Chicago the bank Tuesday to pay 
along the Northwest a gas bill and found it 
Tollway, stopped deserted except for a 12- 
daydreaming and turned year-old girl looking for 
the money over to state her aunt. 
police. 
Police said the money Raymond said his first 
belonged to Joseph thought was that there 
Faust, 71, of Marathon, "was a holdup going on." 
Fla. He was given the ' He quickly grabbed the 
black case when he later 'girl and ran out into the 
returned to the street where he hailed a 
restaurant looking for it, passing 'motorcycle 
authorities aid. • 'police officer. 
shopping promenade and The multi-faceted La 
a sports and leisure City project is doubtless 
centre, the  highlight of her 
career, but she said she 
Among its notable suffered through ahost of " 
features is a hidden unexpected problems. 
trucking network which 
Valuable coins taken 
HANEY, B.C. (CP) - -  
Dave Danyluk, 38, an 
unemployed man on a 
disability pension, said 
Tuesday he lost a coin 
collection worth $500,000 
when thieves broke into 
his home Christmas Eve. 
Danyluk, who said his 
collection was started 
when be was two weeks 
old, said he discovered 
the breakin at his home, 
about 50 kllometres east 
of Vancouver, when he 
returned Christmas Day 
from a visit to his 
parent's home in nearby 
Su rrey, B.C. 
Constable Red Kehler 
of the RCMP said that he 
breakin was "run-of-the- 
mill" except for the 
coins. Kebler-said there is 
no way to substantiate 
the worth of the collection 
"until we get them 
back." 
Danyluk said his home 
had been ransacked, with 
contents of drawers 
thrown about. An 
imitation pirate's chest 
containing the coin 
collection, two rifles and 
a ease of beer were taken. 
HUNDREDS OF COINS 
The chest, two feet 
SFU girl 
may be 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
A Simon Fraser 
University student, 
identified asa  German 
~yrinceas, has been named 
a British newspaperas 
a possible bride for 
Britain's Prince Charles. 
Princess Friederike, 
23, of the German royal 
house of Hanover, has 
been living a secret life in 
British Columbia and 
now is in hiding 
somewhere in the Van- 
couver area. 
Her last listed address 
was in Vancouver, but 
current occupants of the 
house say they know 
nothing. 
l ler presence in B.C. 
was disclosed in the 
Asked if he could tell 
where the princess now 
lives, Vance replied: 
"That's her business." 
The RCMP's V.I.P. 
ecurity squad was 
unaware the princess was 
in town as were officials 
in the Vancouver office of 
the Consulate General of 
the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 
"Good God, we knew 
nothing of that," was the 
response from one police 
officer. 
The Dec. 11 edition of 
the News of the World 
weekly paper, which first 
printed the story, said the 
princess is the daughter 
of Germany's Princess 
Sophie--sister of Prince 
Philip and first cousin to 
Prince Charles. 
Residents living around 
silently and efficiently the development--many 
services the stores and of them students at- 
disposes of refuse. The tending nearby MeGLLl 
network, the enclosed University--criticized 
promenade and the ex- the project because they 
tensive underground felt it destroyed the London Sunday The newspaper said 
perking facilities can be essential character of the newspaper News of the that Princess 
easily incorporated into neighborhood. Worldwhich listed her Friederike's cousin Prin- 
future developments, 
said Mrs. Vescei. 
with three other prin- cess Marie, 25, is a silver as long as I had the 
~,~ . . . .  ;a Mrs ceases as latest candi- • • ,, ' . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  dates to wed Prince favorite to become silver doilar. 
Veseei She came to Montreal " "" ar - was reall- Charles, heir to the Prince Charles's bride. Danyluk said the Th,, c~ : . .  Speculation ver collection began to grow 
Bnfish throne from Hungary shortly dying, it was in terrible . possible brides has been with coins . given by 
after the 1956 rev°luti°n shape? '~ l~.  ~ i i  raging for months and relatives, and was given 
and spent her first two • " has become a favorite tohim whenhe was older. 
years here working as a pastime in Europe. . He said he added more 
commercial rtist, nimself, and is still 
Also in the running are paying for some of them, 
Her husband, also an Princess Marie's two such as a complete set of 
architect, managed to ,il : sister's Princess Olga, 19, Olympic coins, inc l~g 
land a job with~the • 
designers of Place Ville . '..~.e ap~tment .....'!!'i~isted that she did not and Princess Alexandra, the SL00 gold;pie~e,~..~, ,~ 
Marie, a stately 45-storey nuildings are steppes o wi.qh to an~nir tn 18. They are more distant :. . . . . .  -~ ...... ~.,.,,. '~.,. ~, 
structure which has the streets aren't robbed ne"w'snan~r r~r--tor.7; , cousins to Prince 
become a downtown o.f ~ much light...An,d, said ~ennis Roberts. Charles. Fruit cakes age and 
mey re weu sprean out. "She said: 'I don't ~,o in None of the Princesses mellow in the freezer and 
Montreal landmark. Two of the seven acres for that kind of stuf~ in has granted interviews to do not need to be aged 
They needed a ~aft-  on which the develop- , any of the newspapers, before freezing. _.._, .,...~. .~  reply to requests for 
sperson and Vescei ,,~?t . y~,u~,  a,= interviews." 
suggested they hire his aes]gnateo asparK areas Brant Vance of Van-  FORPRIVATEUSEORBUSINESS 
wife. They did-and she "for the entire com.- couver, who described AUTOVEST 
m.um.ty.PeoplewH.be~'.m hi self as a current 8eforayoubuy, inveatlgatethsadvantagesofthisrmt. [ 
stayed with them for 11 enj.oymg the Denexits mis friend of the princess, ! to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why [ years. 
• sP~f~r ear " " said in an interview that ! tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st end last 
ce y s oz nomy sh A short while after she . . . .  , e wants to remain months rent and drive away. / 
eonsu-ucuon ann anon m took the job the firm y ous and is un- EXAMPLES r 
hired another woman rerouted traffic, it should willing to talk publicly Based on 36 month lease / 
MUST PROVE THEM- be a welcome change, about her royal role. 70 F 250 pickup [7S Econoline Van 7S C 100 CMv n~ 
SELVES." tl $148.00 per month l $134.00 per month $129.00 per mon~ti 
lease ena price lease end price lease end price 
"We worked terribly NOTICE S2,17S.O0 S1,DlS.O0 Sl,STS.O0 
hard .... We over- ' or simply return or simpl~ return or simply return 
compensated because we 7s Camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van were women. In my 
opinion, professional 
women turn out to be 
among the best, most 
serious-minded workers 
because they must 
continually prove 
themselves. 
During her 20 years in 
Canada, she has con- 
{ributed to a number of 
prize-winning projects, 
including Montreal's 
Place Bonaventure 
(Massey Award) and, in 
Halifax. Dalhousie Uni- 
versity's Life Science 
Building (Design 
Award). ~'~ 
In 1975,1~. Vescei was 
desiguated~ "Woman of 
Achievement" by the 
YMCA. ,~, 
1978 
BUSINESS LIGElil)E 
INVOICES 
Have now been mailed to all 1977 licenced 
businesses, if your firm or business has not 
received an invoice contact the District of 
Terrace immediately. Anyone doing 
business within the District of Terrace 
without a valid licence is subject to 
prosecution. 
Signed, 
T.G. Chestsrman, 
Licence Officer. 
District of Terrace 
,0:  
PUBLli) NOTli)E TO DOGOWliERS 
Dogs Harrassing Wildlife 
During the period December 1, 1977 and November 31, 1978 
any dogs found running at large and harassing big game in 
Terrace.Kitimat District (Management Units 6.L 6.9, 6. 
10, 6-11, 6.15, 6.16) may be destroyed by any Conservation 
Officer or constable duly authorized. 
(Sect. 19, Wildlife Act) 
Fish & Wildlife Branch, 
Smithers 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$LO2S.O0 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr.' 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simply return 
long, a foot high and a 
rfOOt wide, contained 
hundreds of coins with a 
face value of $230,000,'he 
said, but added that the 
collector's value is at 
least twice as much as 
face value. 
He said he oz~ginaily 
intended the collection 
for his two sons when 
they went o university .or 
if they wanted to start a 
business, but later 
decided ~ey should keep 
the collection until it was 
worth at least $1 million. 
Danyluk said that 
because of injuries 
received in 1957 in a car- 
train accident, he can't 
get reasonably-priced life
insurance, and hasn't 
been able to work for two 
years when a broken hip 
didn't heal properly. 
"I haven't got 
anything," hesaid. "The 
coin collection was the 
only thin~ I had to leave 
my sons." 
SILVER DOLLAR 
Danyl~ said he gothis 
first corn, an 1889 
Ameriean silver dollar, 
when he was two weeks 
old. 
"It was during the 
Depression and I was in a 
cardboard box in a two- 
room cabin my parents 
had in Richmond (south 
of Vancouver)," he said. 
He said a salesman who 
had come to the door, 
asked his mother why the 
child was crying. 
"He pickedme up and 
spoke m Hebrew and I 
stopped crying right 
away," Danyluk said. 
"He then put the 'silver 
dollar on my chest and 
spoke some Jewish 
words. He told my 
mother that I had the 
Jewish blessing and 
would be endowed with 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES. RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987.7111 
e E LMONT LEASI NO LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
SKIERS 
Have We Got 
A Deal For 
YOUZ!Z 
FLORENCE I i)HOi)OLATE 
I 
MOTEL , MOOSE 
I 
Color T.V. I RESTAURANT 
Telephones I 
Free Coffee I Finest 
Kitchens I Cuisine .... 
I Steaks , 
I Spaghetti 
Reservations :. I Lasagna I .. Call 847-2678 I 
..Write Box 516 I 847-3005 
..H.16W. Smithers I LICENCED 
I 
tring ."Florence the Moose" and get 10 
ercent off room rates and meal prices. 
$124.00per month S129.00per monlh 
lease end price lease end price 
$1,825.00 S1,875.00 
or simply return or simply return 
78 FIS0 4 x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
$155.00per month S139.00per monto 
lease end price lease end price 
S2,275.00 $2,025.00 
or simply return or simply return 
,,% 
ii: 
i~ ( 
i? 
The new Texaco Canada refinery at Nanticoke, Ontario is being built at a ~ost of more than ~ million. The 95,000 barrels per day p!ant, echeduied for completion 
in W/8, is the largest Investment ever undertaken by the company. 
Oil Company Celebrates 50th Year In Canada 
Toronto, Dec. 21 -- One 
of Canada's largest oil 
companies~. Texaco 
Canada Liraited, is 50 
years old. 
Thegolden anniversary 
coincides with another 
milestone for the corn- 
pal ny in 1977: reaching 
the $1 ~illion mark in 
gross revenues and 
assets ......... 
But:the origins ~of-the 
enterprise ~tr'aee backto 
horse and buggy days. As 
R.W. Sparks, President 
and Chief Excective 
Officer, points out: "The 
incorporation of the 
Company under 
Dominion charter took 
place on December 21, 
1927. But our antecedents 
~:d baek almost to Con- eration." 
"The first branch in 
Texaco Canada's family 
tree developed 104 years 
ago, in 1873, when a 
u'tTnershi p was formed 
oronto by John B. 
McColl and William 
Anderson to manufacture 
lubricating and 
illuminating oils. The 
company was known as 
the McColl-Frontenac Oil 
Company Limited from 
1927 until 1959 when it 
became Texaco Canada 
Limited." 
From its Executive 
Officeain Don Mills, Ont., 
Texaco Canada operates 
a netwerk of 'four 
refineries (soon to be 
five, when a new 95,000 
barrel a day plant at 
Nanticeke, Ont., goes on 
stream in the summer of 
1978), more than 4,500 
retail outlets, and three 
tanker ships with a 
combinedcarrying 
capacity of 18,400 tons. 
The company also hold 
varying interests in four 
pipelines and has ex- 
tensive ell and gas 
producing interests: 
particularly in Western 
Canada. 
Texaco Canada is 
accelerating its ex- 
ploration activity. An 
example of the increasing 
scope of this activity is 
that the company is the 
major participant ina $20 
million group com- 
mitment to drill in a 5.5 
million acre block in the 
Atlantic 160 miles east of 
Gander, Newfoundland. 
This will involve drilii~g 
a well in far decp~, 
waters than any at- 
tempted so far offshore 
Canada or elsewhere. 
The company's ex- 
l~nditures for ex- 
ploraUon and production 
in 1977 are ta a level 
about three times as 
great as its average of 
recent years. 
Mr. SparkS says the oil 
business has changed 
drastically from the days 
when most of Canada's 
crude oil came from 
other countries and 
Canadian oil companies 
were mainly refiners and 
marketers. 
During the 50 years 
since Texaco Canada was 
incorporated, the in- 
dustry searched for and 
found vast petroleum 
resources, and produc- 
tion of crude oil in 
Canada. ,increased :,by 
mroe- than -a., thousand 
times." " ,  '.. .,::'~' : : .  
The industry also built 
extensive pipeline net- 
works to transport curde 
off and petroleum 
products, precessing 
plants to remove liquids 
from natural gas, 
refineries to manufacture 
the products, and 
marketing facilities with 
which to supply 
customers across 
Canada. 
Refining processes and 
marketing and 
distribution methods 
have constantly zm-" - 
proved to provide the 
product quality and the 
service required by 
customers. 
It is estimated that the 
petroleum industry 
overall provides direct 
employment for aoubout 
one-quarter "million 
Canadians and con- 
tributes indirectly to the 
employment of several 
times that number. 
During its first fifty 
years of existence, texaco 
Canada has rown from a 
refinging and marketing 
company with a revenue 
of less than $10 million 
and assets of $21 million, 
to a fully integrated 
petroleum company 
whose revenues and 
assets both exceed the $1 
billion level. 
Soon after McColl- 
Frontenac's formation 
the company began an 
ambitious service station 
expansion program in 
southern Ontario and 
Quebec and in urban 
areas of Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, and the 
Mriitime Provinces. 
By 1940 the company 
was marketing asoline 
and other products in 
every province, through 
some 4,000 retail outlets. 
Product sales rose from 
91 million ~allons in 1931 
to 226 mEhon in 1941. 
~uring World War II 
the company, under 
govermnent directive, 
allocated an increasing 
proportion of its refinery 
throughput o military 
uses. Production of 
aviation gasoline, for 
instance, peaked at 26 
million gallons in 1943. 
Much o| that product 
fueled RCAF bombers 
based in Britain. 
Among the many 
employees who entered 
military service in the "Billy" Bislfip, Canada's 
early years of World War famed World War I flying 
II was the late W.A. ace..At the outbreak of 
war in 1939 he was a Vice- 
President of McColl- 
Frontenac but soon was 
recalled into service at 
RCAF I~.dquarlers in 
Ottawa. 
poooooooooooeoooooooooooo• ,  
• JACKIE STEWART, 
Grand Prix Formula I 
champion and 
"Wide World of Sports" 
spokesman. "King" Richard - A . J .  I:OYT, 
Winningest stock car 
driver of them all. The only four-time 
INDY 500 winner in 
• history. 
Ask the champions./They're all part of t~'great AFX Racing Team. And you can take 
their word for it: AFX is the closest thing to real racing; Now you can enjoy after 
Christmas Values on this exciting line-up of a high-quality AFX race set, A FX cars and 
AFX accessories. HURRY - QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED/ 
H,O. race cars 
Choose from many dynamite models - all authen. 
tically styled and highly detailed. Will eperat~ on 
most H.O. scale slot car race sets. 
AAl=X*ma6na tractitJ  
li cars Powedul magnets built into the chassis provide a 
super grip for speed and staying power. 
B  l: ..TgmGna traclii  
rlanl~rower cars '6~ 
A FXDAYTONA '500:.,c  
Lots of exciting racing action in this 2-level over-and-under, , , 4 ~ .  
figure eight race set. Ideal for new racing enthusiasts - 
Also converts to popular oval ayout. 
Comes complete with 10'6" of AFX high performance track, 
two super-fast AFX Magna-Traction cars, officials building, 
start/finish timing tower, track elevation supports, nap-in 
guard rails, two AFX variable speed hand controllers, AFX 
safety wall pak, racing oil and quikee-lok ey. i~  A J a~ J r~ 
i n n k l j  ,, ,is, 
Save on ~r=~]T~ High Performance Track b Accessories 
Expand your AFX set to make many different exciting layouts of your own 
' design by adding AFX track, cars and raping accessories. 
g" STRAIGHT TRACK 15"STRAISHT t " 
TRACK 
,3 o 
9" RADIUS cURVE ~ 9"RADIUS ~ 9"STRAIGHT 
,?.so  cK=.oss 
AFX ~ v .ch 
. . g"WIGGLE 9"CRISSCROSS IL~i~]J )(2COlLER AFXVARIABLESP£rnHAND4:D 90  OI 
WALL, P ", P ' , ,~ / /  1 
• n a 9 ~ ~  t - - - -a rA - - - j  
~Pt /A~= ~J  - -  MOTORING . . . .  
HANDBOOK ~ " v  I 
4rie each ~"  
~ g" DOUBLE CROSS 9" SQUEEZE *2;? 
i - -  |" COBBLESTONE I I S" ADAPTER 
TRACK 
*2' r *22 
Limited Quantities AVAILABLE AT 
~o Northern Drugs 4614 Lazelle j 
oooooooooooooao  ooooooooooooooooooooo$$oooooooooooooooooooooooeoeooooo•o~ 
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TIRED OF TURKEY? 
Ohook our wido ooleetion of thick juicy 
Beef StoaksZ 
,Top Sirloin, Porterhouse, T-Bone 
Soft Drinks 
Or'°' 2 69: iosorlod 
Varieties. for 
20 fl. oz. Boltlo plus Bottle Deposit 
Potato Ohips 
Pad/Pride, 
iooorlod hriolioe. 
2Ug Box 
69 c 
Orange Juiae: 
Bel-air Frozen. 7 9 C 
Oonoentrato. 
121/, fl. oz, Container 
Tomato Juiae 
Town House ,  
Fan/Quality 
48 fl. oz. Tin 69 c 
Luoer!? e Cream 
-2   t99 Assorted Litre Flavours tub MJ • 
Grapefruit 
Florida Brown. 
'0'0' 5 100 White. 
Size 48's for . 
Fresh Broccoli 
Oalifornia Grown. 
Serve with 
Oheeee Sauce .39 
Prices Effective 
December 29th to 315t 
In Terrace Safeway Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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Red Adair 
"Some men are born great; some men 
beeeme 8rear; others have greatness thrust 
them" upon 
Imperfect though this quotation may be, 
recalled from memory as it is, out of the hazy 
mists of childhood, it is enough to set the 
fbebar~ahthingekground for any discussion of a living, 
: fire.eating modern-day Texas2sized 
ero tt~e 63-year-old Red Adair. 
Red - -  in case you haven't been reading the 
~ee lately, alter more than any normal man's 
e of snuffing out oil and gas well fires - -  
from the high Canadian Arctic to the burning 
deserts of Saudi Arabia, is busily (or should one 
say "casually"?) engaged in extinguishing two 
of the world's worst gas well fires now raging out 
of control, in Alberta. 
But then, all the well.fires this acknowledged 
great man ever tackled, were the "world's 
worst"; all were "raging out of control" --  
because Red Adair only took on the really 
"tough" ones; the ones nobody else wanted; the 
ones all others had given up on and had said 
Ottawa Offbeat 
Ottawa': Just like 01d private entelprke r l~ .  
times. ' tslters. , , 
There  on the reir Neither Joe nor Die[ 
platform Of the Tran- 
scontinental ElectiOn 
Special, the Old Warrior. 
That's the drill In an 
accord reached ?y  
Conservative L ader 
Clark and fcrmor Prime 
Minister John Diefen- 
baker. 
It'll be I)ief's train, but 
Joe will board it from 
have said a word about 
the campaign irain, and 
even less about he future 
of the CBC. '- : 
But talk gets around. 
For strategic reamM. 
at this time, if braesd 
about it, they both, 
discreet, may deny it. r: 
What fun ~an~al~anu~ 
though ff it all into 
time to time as the Chief place. ,: 
whistle-stops across the IMef, evenwhen:hewu 
land like he did ~0 years Prime Minister; -. new 
a~o when he showed the eared for campaigningby 
Liberals -- their one and jet. 
only lesson sice the long- "Youfly over too muy 
gone days of Richard votesrs."hean, y.a 
Bennett -- that Tortes "All they ever get to 
can sometimes win see of you is your Jet trail 
elections, or-- i f  they happen tube 
• tuned at the r/ght time'~ 
They should make a your face on the '~ .  
great eam -- the Young tube." 
Joe and the Old Warrior 
boobislmess of Canadian federal bureaeraey. 
.Red, it seems, brought with him into, Canada, What did we learn from the zone manager at 
along with the tons of special and specialized the emergency at Bells Terrace before dediding 
fire-fighting paraphernalia,  suitcase or so of Beila where z,Z00 lpeople on what to do. Not guns 
e " • struggled through six enough, I said. A view seek rs and souvemers to hand out to his da wz'" . . . . . . .  out Cana • ys m eiecmczty . _ dianfrie.ndson the well rote-- and probably as wave of wirier ~t~r,,~ that was confirmed all . . . . . . . . . . .  along the line. I then 
me mum ot omookers and curious who follow passed over their corn- phoned the effice of Jack 
nnn around like a reek star. manity'~ Davis, the minister 
The Candisn Customs and Excise officials at diane aftermath of the responsible for Hydro. At 
the airport - -  Drobably Calgary -- insisted on ester is still being felt that number there was a 
ehn~ne him au~ on eve,',, sS,,~,-, ,,~o~,,,-,~ and it is feared that tens frustrating round of 
th~ were for adva,.t;,,,,a ,,,,,.,,,,o,, of thousands ofdollars m people not in. " ' 
-" , . . . . . .  ~ ~• dam es have been Now isn t that a sp len~mple  of civil ,.,,,~a~ Soon after I called Ted 
Neale of the Provincial 
m'vioe efficiency? . . . . . . .  " .l~norgeney Program 
Red is certainly not a poor man; his fees are Wecan be thankfulthat who was very co- 
ttSnally in. the millions of dollars. To Red, there was no major in. operative. 
however, trying to fgorce him to pay a tax on urJ~dYe . r  !..os s of .~e.,.The The emergency 
• " " , ,  ,1~ • ~Xl~ '  W~ i l l  WIU[ J I I  g i ld  something hewas gomgto gave awa free did . . . . .  programs people in- 
. . . . . . . . . .  yº•º • Band a~]minmtratton formed me that Hydro not_.oo anymmg tor uanaman gooewm, handled thin~s hould ,I, 
TIz.e news reports said the customs officials credited for ~at. ~ was attempting to get a mobile generator from 
wemonoccnangetheirminds,~hacktoTexas Although the power eei~..Coola butt with 
went the suitcase of~:s t i ck~'?d~:~:ahd i 'eab le  etween Denny mInuslhdegreenwesther 
~ ~ .  ' . . . .  : '  "' ' 4": " r r~  " ~ " :' '': ~' :' '  ~ Island and Campbell in the urea, there was no 
Whowon that battle? Did Canada? Hardly. As ~and was cut on ~e way to move it by barge. 
• evening ot uecemner o, it a.matter, of fact, Canada lmost lost RedAdair, wa, - -t  , , , ,t  q,,,,,,.,~o.. In the meantime, 
wno senousty considered pacldng up and going mo~n~ t~[']  I~ ; , '~ '~ Hydro In Vancouver 
n . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . .  advised me that they ome. , " ~ the disaster. My first call 
Canada is losidg around $60,000 worth of after ~at was to B.C. were moving replacement cables up to 
irreplaceable natural gas ever day the wells H~/dro s gencral manager Port Hardy by road and 
wno was not available remain on fire. How much money would it have . . . . . . . . .  il 2 . , planned to bring at least 
made b ~ taxing Red's Htfle suitcase of decaisv men m vest, -y.uro onein from there to Beila 
une . . . . . . . . .  nw orou oc ~ar nernans, ' 8enera~ . . . .  manager tOT Bella by helicopter. But 
. . . . . .  - , - " .  . eteetrietty operatione that evening another 
Afcer raking his life - -  ant saving a two who told me he was blizzard hit and by 
y  ng 
hundred oll rs 
could not be put out. Jet-hopping from bbi 
So many legends-- all of them told as facts and -- but lest you think the city ~.blg city,. DIof lonj 
Chief is getting soft in Ids ago mseoverea, gem a 
well may BE factual - -  spran~ up around the 83rd year, be advised campaigner a crowd onl,y 
feats of Adair that it is sometimes difficult to there's a deal. equal to the ~pacity ~ 
know where fiction leaves off and truth begins. IMef does his thing with the hall the l&~.al party 
Really, however, even that does not matter the campaign train, or~anmrs boat. , 
much. The man has so often achieved the ha. Aninreturn, sbouldJoe ~ that, of course, 
~ .b le ,  the incredible - -  even discounting the win -- and things are dependin$.on the dra.winli 
looking hetter all the time poworormeeampalgn~, stones ny 90 per cent, there would be enough - -  the new Conservative This subjects the 
"miracles" left over that he has performed in Prime Minister" will set speaker to hostile 
up a new and special h~k i ing -  Dief always h~lnt of wiinesses and cameras and recorded on 
te evision to substantiate his spectacular life. dopartment. ' welcomed it, because he 
But the most incredible news story concerning "I've got my BA, BSc, PhD . .  all I lack is a J 0 B." It will be the was an expert in cuttiml 
th.k. giant, -- called in esrlier thia month, shortly • "Department of the up the hecltter am] 
oemre Christmas, to put out two of the nastiest CBC." milking the situatino.f~ Bella Bella ~.  won't necessarily langha -- but l l oht ,  hint Redgas well fires near Calgary, daes not deal w i t h s o  much as i t  does with the blundering A lesson fr ,~ . . ,~ ,  o . . ,  
baob/shna~ of Canadian feder o re .  of the CBCi but heql De with the audience• " , 
sure to have a lot to say-- Campaigning bY train 
i i  clear the helicoptar plan I am asking Hydro to or, knowing the Old gets the candidote net 
would not work. consider compensating Wart/or ded'ee -- about only into theb/gcltlm fW 
the shake-up-and-shake, themass erewds, but int~ fire-fighting paraphernalia, It was then that I first the community for the out of what the legions the whistle stops for rasr 
ers asked that the Queen of damage done as a result 
Prince Rupert be of the loss of power, who are on the vastly platform and stati0n.|ide " 
diverted from its route More important, the overstuffed and over- chats with individual 
between Vancouver end stupid mistake made blown payroll know as voters, and into the 
"Mother Corporation." church basements and 
Prince Rueprt to carry back in 1968, when they In the industry of sehoclaudRorinmsoftl]e 
the cable from Port ~t  the power generator . 
Hardy to Della Della. The Denny Island to electronic media com- "back country." .... 
trafficmanagorsaidno.I provide power for munications, if you're 0nsuchexcursioos, mo
moved on  Charles Campbell Island by way safe in the arms of veteran of more earn, 
"Mother Corporation," palgus than any other 
Gallagher, general of cable, has got to be you have a mortgage for Of any party makes it n 
mannager of the ferry rectifies immediately. It 
:orpora~on. It took him just won't do. Certainly life on the taxpayers, point o shake the band of 
So it will he every man, woman and 
rely 40 minutes to order there should be a reorganized top to bottom childwithin reach. 
• e ferry to divert. The generater on Dean 
zercy 'ship arrived Island for the small with a purge of Conservative Leader' 
mturday morning and by community here, but the separatists, Trotskyites, young Joe Clark with the  
Maoists, socialists, "Living. Legend" . i n  ~unday night the first poopleofBellaBellaneed business-baiters, corn- person oy ~is aide, replacement cable, able 
toearryenonghpower  for mun is ts  and perhaps  campaigning usa  team, 
alights at least, was in broken upandsol~lto~ ¢~ t~,sem~thing f~  
place. . shareholder-owned '~ ........ lh'e" I.dber~ls'-~ pohdor: 
While I admire the 
work of the Hydro in- 
stallation crew who 
restored power to Bella 
Bella, I am still disap- 
pointed with the slowness 
Of the Hydro brass. 
Frankly, I am shocked 
that Jack Davis, the 
minister reponsible for 
Hydro, did not become 
Involved in this 
a power generater of 
then'own, one that is not 
endangered by vessels 
passing over,~.the :ealbe in 
water less than' seven -.- 
fathoms deep ~" ' " "  
I am asking Hydro to T N n k s m a n  
give priority to that job 
because the disaster of 
pon again if they do 
I In the meantime, 
congratulations to thd 
people of Della Della for 
their perseverance over 
the disaster. 
However --  the United States government ~ I'd like to know what is He was tolling us all the 
might feel justified in retaliating. Just supmse happening to our children way there how hwe was 
• - m sports articularly goinbg to do biN best to the US. were to charge duty on every Canadian ~n the field-oPhockev 
decal or bumper sticker Canadians took into the rod . . . .  ,. _ win for the team. T,--.',-.~ , , , _ , __ ,  may our son nan sucn : • 
• a bad experience, along '~ Then I saw him agaln-a 
____ __ __* _ Y_ ~ 1 with a couple of other few minutes later. About 
r '~(~] ' ] ] ' ] ]  d~ .~ | ~(~/ ' [ ' l T 'n l~ hockey players his own five minutes later-and I 
.~ .#,~. J . t .a J . J t~L~,~ ~ '~ , j I , .~ l ,  jtjl_Jl_JI, Jl_ nat  th f i t  tha  thPa ,s  nr  could not believe it was 
by Bonnie Roe from Terrace to visit and ~h°e'~ wl~i'pro"babl'ynever the same boy that had 
wian us a joyous season, for et  The experience 
With Christmas Day sharing the roaring log co~d damage his outlook been wallm~gon top of the world, full of spirit and 
past, the presents opened fire and reflecting in the on sports -- but worse fun His face was wkite as 
and enjoyed, thereisnow double glow of friendship than that, we feel that 
time to reflect upon what Now with the Christ- unless other nnrents and a sheet. He was in tears- and I mean tears! When 
has actually taken place, man season almost at an theneople of~rerrace are he told me what had 
Children's faces- radiant end, we can allow our made ]ware of what is happened I tried to calm 
with happiness and the thoughts to turn onward taking nlace the harm him down. Then he sat on 
reflection of all the lovely to Spring. The seed heine d'one will go un- the bench and I went into 
things received, and the catalogs are already out, checked and those rep- the dressing room, and 
family home to share all rend and re-read and ponsible will go on 
~e . good .-- th'm.g.s ta~ed over. . . .. damaging the sports ide approached the coach. I
oesaceo wzm mrs "me p ic tures  - -  m tuu  o f  our  voun~ nean l~a iiv,~n asked him why he took 
greatest of all Seasons and glorious colours -- of immea's~[y.-"" . . . . . .  him off the~eam. He said he had twD"other players 
have the effort made all the beautiful Our boy was'selecte as there that~l~ did not have 
worthwhile, vegetables and flowers one of the nlavers to in the firb] game, and 
This year's turkey tend to make one yearn re~reso-t ~,%' "n'~ .... 'o their nemm were not on 
dinner was eaten early for the warm nights and teaVm ~"Terr'"ace"m'~t'he the teamli~. He said that 
because the "Boss" had sunn}, days. Christmas heckev 
to awork afternoons. A Thmyear, herbs will be teurnnm~nt A~'n~e,~nt~ he was the~oach and that 
meal this early in the day our mainstay with we w-"e~'e n-~ucl~o ~-ti~'~ he wanted a W~NNING 
lets everyone njoy beth comfrey (sic) very high ~5 h,~,t?~,, , .oa~.~d= team. He said that in 
the dinner plus a nice on the list With luck, ~ . . . . . .  : --.e~ . . . . . . .  front of the other boys- . tee. 
evening with friends and maybe a few fruit trees You should have seen and he also used the excuse that my son Kirk 
family, will be added to the the bov'sfacel Y0UoO,,ld was latel 
Most of the preparing growing "ordhard" on not f inds hannier" boy Now-the teams for 
was done late the nigght our property, anywhere, whe'n" he was these tournaments are 
before; the turkey into Still the Winter lingers sei'ected It was the best set up well in advance; 
the oven at Midnight and will remain with us Christmas oresent the kids are naturally 
after a hard time of for month yet. Woodmust anyone could have eden excited about hem, talk 
trying to fit one very still be cut and carried; hhn.Hewas wound~ntil about hem for days and 
large turkey into a too- water lines kept unfmzea the first moment " he nights. They get psyched 
_small brown bag. and the anfmals and stepned on the ice for his UPanda~e built up to play 
wnought So back to the humans kept warm. The flrst~a-nze-whlch was this the gami~ for their team 
more aeeommouating snow lies cold though mom~l~ 
aluminum follwrap, chiilinglybeantiful onthe Hew~ at the Terrace regardless ofhow good or 
With a sumptuous it- fields. The tractor has Arena brieht and earn at ~or  a player they may 
downdinner tofollow, the been transformed into 6 o clock ~nthe morning '~' '~  This particular team 
wine was relsed in a snowplow for the present. He was told to there at (Twin River) consists of 
meaningful toast then We still must endure that time and he was tlittle fellows (my son 
.evey~one set about months of long nights Hls next game was ~'.30 Kirk Is 11). Now they 
tucltmg into the delicious followed by enid days, this afternoon, i]e knew they did not have 
meal. snow and the winds of dressed at home so he muchg of a chance.if any, 
Alongside Highway 16, Winter; tempered, the had oniv to nut on his as a winning team; for 
the trMflo is ]ighJ| his while, by the oft- skates w'hen h~ got to the one thing they had never 
time of year, but many a remembored ream of Arena• He arrived-all played {ogether before, 
friend di'ove the 15 miles SpirnA to cornel excited at his next game. But they were sure going 
million dollar drilling rig, Red has gone home to waiting for a report from Friday morning it was emergency. 
spend Christmas with his family for a couple of 
days. One might find it hard to fau]t the 6~. year- Letters to the edit, oldmulti-millio aire ff e ecided not to return 
agahl risk ~ life and finish the job. Luckily, 9 r 
me man is too Dig for that kind of thinking. 
Musical Ministers 
One of the more tradi, very moment, virtually no:- 
tiona] parlour games starts minister in all of Ottawa.] 
with (a) some players, (b) a truly controls his ministry. ~ , 
number of chairs equal to Most people,'hearln8 this
one less than the number of news of ministerial eunudty 
players and (0 a source of for the first time, aresh~.k-. 
All out to try, and were fee] the same way I do, music. The music p]ays while ed.Moresurprising,how~er, 
excited 'at having' the and have had similar the players prance around is the fact that some mlai~ 
chance to participate. . experiences? the chairs. When the music terN do have at least a pmisl 
For that reason, too,  DizappointedFather stops, the players rushtothe grasp on their portfolios. 
we- the parents- went all empty chairs. Whoever is left After all, the game of minis- 
out to give them our standing ison(of the game. terial chairs doesn't provide 
fullest support. There 
was nothing wewould not This letter is written by And the game continues tin- enough time for theaverqle 
have done to help them do the mother of an 11 year- til there is only one player, human to gain control of" 
their best, and cheer old son, who along with In Ottawa, they've taken such a complex function as 
them on. another boy, heard the this old favourite - called running a government tuRiN- 
Now, Kirk has never coach tell his father in "musical chairs"-and mo. t W. 
beenlate for a practice or front of the team that the dified it for political players. The upshot of all: this ' 
a game. In tact there purpose of the team was Several cabinet members oc. movement has been transfer 
wore times when he had to wIn, and he could not cupy the ministerial chairs, of control from elected offi- 
his practice was an hour play on it presumably, as Every few months, the poll. cials to senior civil serv~ants~ 
long and he stayed there his being on the team tical tune changes and the At one time, deputy.minis. 
two extra hours to better would rpevent it from 
himself.., but mainly winning, mtmsten .are shuffled into tern existed to translate mi-.. 
because he enjoys hockey Now, the team knew it other chum. Some of the nisterial edicts into action. 
as a sport, didn't have a winning ministers are left without Today, deputy ministers art 
He was put in that team;, they had. never eham when the .music. re. the true directors of their 
division because the even playedtogemer as a ~:l?~nSt0~, oat ot~.the others departments while ministers 
coach said he was team before. But they l a . o chum.mat.are oi.f. have become figurehesds~ 
capable of it• would never admit they tere.n 3 .from me. cna,rs m Probably no Minister of NI, 
When he went to the were a bunch of losers, winch they starteu, tional Revenue since Herb. 
~ana to sign up, it was and in their minds they All of this is considered Gray (October 1970 to Oc- 
for a sport and f0r fun and were out to win-. no good fun in 0ttawa. But ,mj.i tober1972)hastrulvtuidm..i 
for physical exercise to matter now peor.or now nisterialchairs,,coststheC~'~ stood the'C : 
make a healthier body. good each individual • anadmn tax .. 
There was nothing on ~ayer might be; the nadian public dearly. Atthis system. . :. 
that application stating a . strong would help the 
boy can be ,summarily .weak;.the .quick would ' ' .3" - - -4TERRACE :: 
rem°v 'h°"* n°"°' " °' --er " ;  ' i d wo,,,. .ao  re ly  hera ld  e is not satisfied. Diner up; cover tor one " 
Ira that is the case- it another. They were more General ~f[~ : ~d5-635i Published by ' - / [  
should be ststed so on the than inexperienced, 
application form. Then fumbling 11 year elds. Circulation. 635-6357 ~erlln9 Pt~llehws |'  
every enthusiastic boy They were (in their 
1 
would know, and not get minds,) going to be the 
wouldbe prepared for t h e k l S  opes up f lsely.]-Ie asbeStateamTEAM.in theKnowingWOrld... PUSLISHEa... W.R. (SILL) LOISELLe [ 
axe to fall at anytime, this, Uda is why we glad]y EDITOR ,.. ERNEST SENIOR , , | 
What happened toKirk. provided billets, helped ,1  
and two others today out at the arena, l(ept Publllhed every weekdey tt 3212 Kalum St., rerra~, [ 
makes me feel our boys .score. t~ot. up. at unear- B.C• A memlmr ofVerlfl~ ClrculMIon• Authorlz~ as I : 
are looked on as game thly hours m the morning _s~o. ndclnnamsl!. R~lstratlen numlm',130L Postqe ! "  
winning machines te b3 to Ilet our sons up, fed, ~m tn cain, r~urn pottage gusrsntmd. / 
run or ~Jected and shut ann made . sure they Norm OF COPYMIOHT [ .' 
off like chain saw motors, would noc mzss a game. 
Or one would think the And what now? Ga,e 
team was playing for over. How.many other ThetiernldrMalnsfull,¢ompleteandaele¢opyrl|ht I 
money- rather than clean roomers nave neen In any odvertlsement produced nd.or eny editorial or I 
sport, though the  same ex- I~Otqirephle ~ntsnt publlell~l In the Herald. | 
I wonder how many penence't Repr.odo.ctlon l e n_ot permitted without the wrlHm I 
other parents in Terrace Puzzled Mother IMIrllllSllOn of me Publll~er, ' . . . . . .  / i  
t 
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Canadian victory 
KAUFBEREN, West Cory of University of won ,all eight j~mes 
Germany (CP) -- Cary British Columbia and ptaye~, so mr on thsk 
Farelli scored two goals Dave Nadeau of European tom', with the 
Tuesday night to lead University of Western final contest seh~ 
Canada's national stu- Ontario. for tonight in S~r~b[~, 
dent hockey team to an 8- The Canadians have West Germany. 
4 victory over a West 
Geman second-division 
team from KauFoeren. 
Fareili was one of four 
University of Toronto 
Blues to score in the 
~me,  with Toronto 
team-mates Larry 
Hopkins, Dan D'Alvise 
and Doug CaShes each 
scoring once. 
Other Canadian goal 
scorers were Kevin 
Primeau o f  the Uni- 
versity of Alberta, Ross 
?. 
~'~' ~ ~  
Terrace Easo sent numerous poekslnto-ilmhet of the 8mithers tea-m 
Wednesday afternoon durin8 hte socand ay of the, Pup Hoekey 
" ~. :/~!~-~. :".L/." 
Tc, u,mnment. 
• . ,  . 
t int  B.C.S.V.A. 
. Imlor ,8-14 years: 
- :  Ist-Calvi~ Gold-Kitwa~a 
~nd~hlllp Hustad-Terrace 
~rd-Perry DicMe-Smithers 
Keith Bolster from Smithere took 1st in the Junior 
'F" ;  "" 
In the Powder Puff event Carlane Glover from 
Smithers and 2rid to Darlene Hamilton (Terrace). 
"A" Stock 
lst-Leslie G 
Snowmobile meet results 
Itw~. averyexciti~daYferFansandraeers~.'~I~ "B" Stock 
..Sanction Meet held at the Terrace tst-Lyle Gold 
2rid-Art Herman 
Ist-Lylo Gold (Fdtwan.a) 
~d~Art Herman (Smithers) 
Cranbook 
the teams were tied 3-3 
after 40 minutes. 
Cranbrook took four of 
seven minor penalties 
and a major penalty. 
Kimberley also thad a 10- 
minute misconduct. : 
Ray Martynulk made 
36 saves for Cranbrook 
KIMBERLEY, B.C, 
(CP) -- Kimberley 
Dynamiters stopped 
Cranbrook 6-3 Tuesday to 
move within four points 
of the secondplace Royals 
~n the Western In- 
ternational Hockey 
~,eagae. 
i ~Aurel Beaudin fired 
twoi goals topace the 
D/yhamiters while singles while Barry McKay 
~une from Lea Hicks, blocked29 for Kimberley. 
Ken Ireland, Jim Cruise Next league action is 
and Dale Booth. Friday when Cranbrook 
B i)ly Martin, Rob visits Nelson Maple Leafs 
Heals and Barry Mar- and Kimberley plays the 
ebestehuck replied for Smoke Eaters in Trail. 
sepals. * 
"E & F" Stock 
lst-Hardy Meks 
2nd-Keith Grace 
~rd-Bemie Gellenbeck 
(All of Terrace.) 
340 Modified Stock 
tst-RMk Hamilton 
2nd-Danny O'Brian 
(Both of Terrace.) 
~rd-Al MacDonald (Smlthers) 
440 Modified Stock 
tat-Miles Green (Terrace) 
~nd-Al MacDonald (Smithers) 
~rd-Lyle Gold (Kitwan~a) 
~lO t~reMe¢lifled..~:..:~: ~ ........ 
.Ist.Mlleer-Green~ (Terrace) 
2nd-Mickey Herman (Smithers) 
open Stock : 
Ist-Miekey Herman 
~nd-rlek Hamilton 
~rd-Miles Green 
In.our own "Terrace Cobra Club" event he "Senior 
Citizens Race" 
)st-Hardy Meks 
2rod-Jack 'Hamilton 
(Both of Terrace.) 
~rd-Carl Glover (Smithers). 
Top points Trophy for the day went to Rick Hamilton 
and fl~e Hard Luck Trophy went o Mickey Herman of 
Smithers. 
The fastest ime on ;the tract that day was ap- 
proxhnately 110 kllometres per hour.. 
NY beat 
Can ck8 
V/~COUVER (CP) -- : '  ' '  - m"  
to provide New York 
Islanders with strong 
leadership as he scored 
two goals and set up . . . i i -  
another Tuesday n/~ht in i 
a 4-2 National Hockey ::,::.'::,. .,-:,:~..'~:'/::,~..  
League decision over 
Vancouver Canucks ~ ... 
before about 15,500 fans.. !%'i 
Trottler's two goals 
gave him 27 for the 
season and the thirdyear 
pro now has a league- 
leading 6O points in 35 
mes.  
my Harris and 
defeneeman Denis Potvin 
scored the other Islander 
goals as New York moved 
to within two points of 
leading Philadelphia 
Flyers in the Paki,'k 
Division. 
RooMe Jere Gillis and 
defenceman Harold 
Snepots scored for the 
Canucks, which extended 
their winless string to 
four games. They are 
four points back of first- 
place Chieago Black 
Hawks in the Smythe 
Division. 
Trottier was double- 
shifted by coach AI Ar- 
hour of the Islanders and 
responded with his three 
points while playing be- 
tween wlngers Harris and 
J. P. Parise, not normally 
in his linemates. 
::i'~ .:~ !: . .  "~ ~ . - 
, .%~,.. , . ; .  ,~...,;.:: ~. : . . . '~"  ,. 
,. ~ 'L  
Kelowna 
Jr. Hockey 
- KELOWNA, B.C. (CP)- 
Buckaroos 
• Kamloops Chiefs 
..~J[~(~day night before 
W0 fans to ex~end their' 
British Columbia Junior 
Hockey League winning 
Ma'eak/to* 10 games. 
• Kelowna leads the 
l~0e 's  ~,,torler Division 
with40 points, two more 
~ond-~e.  
Single male drivers under 
u enti to ~,e 
You must have owned a 
vehicle, or been a p~'~ipal 
operator of a vehicle in Rate 
Class 04, 14or 504 dur ingthe 
insurance year. 
You must not have accumu- 
Last year about 55,0(]0 
drivers earned a l rn~ ~ million 
in safe driving incentive grants. 
, If you qualify on all points, 
yo~m,. -USt suhmt  a completed 
ap~;~cat/on form before April 1, 
197B. Forms have been mai led -  
if you did not receive one, pick 
one up at any Motor Vehicle 
~anch office and mail it, 
beforeApril 1, 1978to: 
Insurance Corporation of B.C. 
BoxS050 theSafe PenUcton & lated n~re  than5 Penalty ~cops  is fourth with :., Points between January 1~.1977 
1977. -!~Darrell Becket and _DrMn  
Mike'Wills scored twice A You must not owe the 
for :,the winners while ~ Insurance  Corparation 
" = '* "°  "" IncenOve 
Au~ickl, Rob Wright, 
l awn Clerk,. Danny Yourvehide:  
~ m  and Mike 
t ,~m Merkesky, Tim 
Hunter ' and-",,Murray 
Matheson repl ied for 
Kmnlco~, which t r~ Youmay have eamed the 
• 1 idte~ the firs~ peso, equiva!ent of 25%off,;our 1977 
and ~ after 4O mfnutes. Autoplanpremium. • 
Kelowna took seven of :To be e]ig~e: 
10'/minor ponalties. The m You must have been a single 
tean~@lit wo f ish~g h male under 25years of age 
; . '~'Da=Jar¢l~ tomvan~ at any, tinm dud~the  1977 
~ uves for Kelo ins~'~:eyear - lV~ch I, 1977 to 
while Bomle Roshlnsky 
and Gerry Del Guidice Februa~r~8, 1978. 
to block ~1 
games tonight, 
Ko lo~ vlmlta lr,~nnloopo 
B d Abbotsford Fly_oi, m 
pla.¥ the CllRm's In Na. 
~ 0:  ,. 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4T4 
H 
In n~st cases Autoplan premiums are lower in B.C. than in other provinces. 
He~% an exampleJ for v,or your region. Public Liability and Property Damage $200,000. 
Collision $100 deductible. Comprehensive $50 deductible. 
Driver Automobile- 1968 Pon~c Grand Par/sienne 
Under 25 StngleMale, I~n  Fort Thunder Matane Bonavista 
No restrictions on Creek I McMurray Bay P.Q. Nfld. 
io.i i i January 1, 19TTtoSeptern- l.'IWoyeamacc/dentfme ~ ~t34 ~12 $938 $'/50 • bet 30, 1977 for which any l, B.C. Three y,~, 
payment has been made for • elw,,hm. 
coil/re'on, property damage or 2. Not accident free. $896 $1,235 151,235 I $f~4-2 151,291 
bodily injury (excluding no-fault Automobile- 1974 Chevrolet Malibu Classic 
accident benefits). ~ • Must not be loart of a fl e , t' Tw° Yearn accident free I "U3 elsehere.In B.C. Three years  ~ $825 $1,103[$924 
Must not be used for z. Not =~cident free. m83 $1,481 $1,429 $1.,_926 _|$1,506 
~1~ ratm are from the 1977 kmrm .~ivl~ry Organtzatton of Canada manual. 
& delivery; p ~  unlem it 
is owr,.el amlbperated l:~v a 
LI COIRPOI TION 
omunm  
Congm a om and keep up the safe dn' g. 
...-.~,. '~z~.wl 
. |  
k' t ' ~' 
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The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald. reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald BOx 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertlsememt and 
box rental. 
BOx replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an edvertloument 
or in the event of an error 
appaarlng In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
!pace occupfed by the In- 
;:0rrect or omlffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that dlscrlmlnatns 
against any person because 
of his race, rMIglan, sex, 
color, nMIonallty, ancestry 
or piece of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 
years, unless the condition is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
48.  SU ITES .  • 
FOR RENT ~ 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternsons 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (Bill) LDiselle 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
+ British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
~ "  . Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
CLASSIF IED RATES starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
LOCAL ONLY: 2nd and 4th Friday at the 
20 words or less $2.00 per CommunltyCentrefrom 1:30 
Insertion, over 20 words S - 4:00 p.m. 
'cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS:  
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
• CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
' RATE:  
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL.  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTIS ING:  
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
I $4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basts only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prl~r to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
$5.00 preductlon charge for 
weddlng and~r engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) Tecelved one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
' oondensetlon. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN. .  
NOUNCEMENTS:  
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorlal Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Thursday December 29 7;30 
Terrace Hotel, Downtown 
Lions Christmas Party for 
Senior Citizens. Phone for 
pickup 635.7202 days, 638. 
1754 evenings. 
(nc) (3) 
ELKS ANNUAL New Year's 
Eve party. $27.00 a couple, 
all Inclusive. Phone 63S.2577 
[~. l .~q J t ,  
+ 
NOTICE 
52, WANTED 
• TO RENT 
BOYOHA CLASS.  + 
r .  
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
• Adult Clinics. Non. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. 
• V.O. Clinic - 3:O0 p.m. every 
Man. & Thurs. 
• ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and RefrlgerMion 
contract. 
House airing. 
635-5876 
(cff) 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons . Patterns - Ac. 
cessorles 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638-1,109 
(cff4mo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3236 Kalum 
(ctf) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635-3854 for 
further information. 
(cff.feb14.78) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NOJOBTO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
6354094 
LIFETIME CAREER.  
We're an old established 
company looking for a 
mature person to contact 
customers in Terrace area. 
We train. Write A. O. Dick, 
Pres.,  Southwestern  
Petroleum, 07 West Dr . ,  
Brampton, Ont. L6T 2J6. 
(c1.19] 
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers 
plenty of money plus cash 
bonuses, at home training 
for mature Individual In 
Terrace area. Regardless of 
experlonce, write S. F. Read, 
Pres., American Lubricants 
Co., Box 696, Dayton, Ohio 
45401. 
(c19,20) 
MUST SELL: 1975 F350 
super camper. Special ex. 
cellent condition many 
extras, must be seen to be 
appreciated. 
8 HP. snow blower, 5 speed, 
$400.00. 
135 gal. gas tank. el00.00. 
Phone 635.9403. (P5.19) . 
FOR SALE: 1.45S c.l.d. 
Oldsmobile motors hooked 
up to a Berkley let unit. 
Complete with marine 
manifolds. Please contact or 
send offers to Mr. Joe 
Durando, School Dlstrlot No. 
92 (Nlsgha), 4548 Lakelse , Phone 635.6357 THRIFT SHOP 
. ~  Mills Memorial Hospital 
1'COMING EVENTS 
58, MOBILE 
.HOMES 
The St. John Ambulance 
course, "Health Care for 
Seniors", will be offered In 
Terreca this winter. This is 
an 8 week course designed to 
provide senior citizens and 
others with information 
which will assist them in 
maintaining their own health 
and self.reliance. Topics will 
Include:  Communi ty  
resources, changes In body 
systems, maintenance of 
health, nutrition and 
budgeting, you and your  
heart, safety In the home, 
home nursing, and first aid. 
Guest speakers and 
audiovisual aids will be 
brought In whenever 
possible, and an exercise 
period will be a part of every 
class. There Is no fee for the 
course. It will begin Friday, 
January 6, at 2 p.m. In the 
lounge of the Senior Citizens' 
Apartments, 3404 Kalum. 
For fur|her Information call 
Carol Harrison, 635.5842. 
Wstght Watchers meeting 
held every Tuelday at 7 p.m. 
M the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazofle Avenue. 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
'Sl~ee'--na D-Is, ticS Girl omits 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll. 
area. Girls between the ages' 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life end your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them,or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con. 
strucflve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confldentlah 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. Deadline 
for offers, Dec.31, 1977. View 
at Northern M~rlne, Prince 
Rupert. 
FOR SALE: 1-1975 Ford F 
250 PU % ton, 6800 G.W.W., 
351 C.I.D. V8 Engine, 
Standard Transmission, 
power steering, power 
brakes Northland Special 
Package, Auxilary Tank and 
other extras. Please contact 
or send offers to Mr. Joe 
Durando, School District No. 
92 (Nlsgha) 4548 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. Deadline 
for offers, Dec. 31, 1917. (C5. 
19) ." 
I Ski dog. 250cc, like new, 40 
hrs. on machine. $325. 
1 International Harvester, 
yr. 1915 type L.B., made in 
Chicago, Illinois. Fly wheel 
type and total weight 120 Ibs. 
Still In original crate $300. 
Phone 635.2668 (c3.19) 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT - 
FOR RENT: One bedroom 
furnished house for rent in 
Thornhlll. Phone 635.5775, 
635.5874 (93-19) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen. 
tral ly located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (eft) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex. Apply at B1 1885 
Oueensway. (p3.1) 
01in, on 
Manor• 
Furnished or unfurnished 
rtudlo or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
unterphone. Sauna. 
635-3941 
638-1032 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 435-4841. 
(ctf) 
SUITE FOR RENT: 3 
bedroom wall to wall carpet, 
close to hospital. Phone 635. 
3704. (c3.19) 
KEYsToNE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 .  4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down- 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security lookup 
and patrol. 
635-5224 
(ctf) 
CEDAR PLACE 
, APARTMENTS ~ 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
suite 113 !. 
Terrace, B.C. 
• 1635-7056 . . . . .  
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
WANTED: Person to share 
spacious 3 bedrm, furnished 
name, on the bench with two 
other people. $210 per month 
Includes: meals, utilities 
and perking. Phone 635.7973 
after 6 p.m. prior 6:00 phone 
635.6850 (c3.19) 
WANTED TO RENT: 1 or 2 
bedroom suite or apt. 
preferably near Terrace 
college for single person. 
phone 632-39O9 (p8.2 
FOR SALE: 1974 VW beetle 
in good condition, low 
mileage phone after 5 p.m. 
635.4577 (cl0.1S) 
• (io 
2 Bedroom :FI0blle home for 
runt at Cop l~slde Estate on 
V~ acre Iot.';'Phone 635-6772. 
(ca-is) 
.oq  
FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhlll. Asking S13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7i17 (ctf) 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF KENNETH 
GRANT HOLMES, formerly 
of Terrace', British 
Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
above Estate are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to Crampten & 
Brown, 4658 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia, 
o n or before the 1st day of 
March, 197S, after which 
date the assets of the said 
Estate wi l l  be distributed, 
having regard only to the 
claims that have been 
received. 
NORMAN WALTER 
HOLMES, Executor 
CRAMPTON & BROWN 
Solicitors for the Estate 
(C2-19 C2-2) 
NOTICE OF 
SUBSTANTIAL 
PERFORMANCE 
To whom It may concern: 
Contracts for: Additions and 
alterations to Mills 
Memorial H0spltal 
Terrace, B.C. 
1. Pacific coast Con. 
strudlon Co. Ltd. - Con. 
structlon Manager for the 
above Prolect. 
2. Columbia Manufacturing 
Co . Ltd. - Koolshade 
s(:rL~BI1S. 
3. L. & M PalMing & 
Decorating Ltd. - Painting. 
4. Glacier Glass Ltd. - 
Glazlng. 
5. Benton & Overbury Ltd. 
Acceustlcal. 
6. Celwood Industries Ltd. - 
MIIIwork. 
7. Northern Masonry Ltd. - 
Ceramic Tile. 
8. Stanley Bumeda L td . .  
Folding Ddors. .  i,~ " -~ ....... 
9. Jordans Contract Sales 
Ltd. • Resilient Flsorlng. 
10. R.A. Benson Co. Ltd..  
Cubicle Curtain Track. 
11. Shanahen's L td . .  Tolls, 
Partitions. 
12. ~rermlnel Sheet Metal - 
Stainless Steel Items. 
have been declared SUB. 
STANTIALLY PER. 
FORMED as of November 
17, 1977. 
Plumbing, Heating & 
Ventilating Contract b~ 
Daves Plumbing & Heating 
has been declared sub. 
stantlally completed es of 
Novem~Jer 30, 1977. 
Thompson, Berwick, Pratt & 
Partners, Architects 
Pacific Coast Construction 
CO. Ltd. 
Contructlon Manager 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE MECHANICS LIEN 
ACT. 
(c3.19) 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
Shop discreetly by mall. 
Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
Illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladles 
and gentlemen. Direct 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van- 
couvor, B.C. VGB 3X9. (cff) 
Briefs 
• ~OMBINATION IS 
GOOD 
A good combinaUon is 
mashed, cooked yellow 
summer squash topped 
with crisply c~ked strips 
of bacon. 
REFRIGERATE 
TABASCO 
Store that bottle of 
tabasco sauce in the 
refrigerator if you want 
to ,preserve its pretty red 
color. 
~ USE SHINY NEW 
Money available for let, 3nd, PANS 
3rd For best results when 
baking fruit cake, use 
MORTGAGES bright, shiny pans, never 
no bonus, open attractive dark, stained ones. 
rates. 
C.A.C. REALTY LTD. 
• 4624 A GREIG AVE. 
• 635.6108 
• DAVE BRASH 
CHECK 
THOROUGHLY 
Cakes in foil-lined pans 
take less baking time 
them those in paper-lined 
pans, so check cakes 
thoroughly for doneness. 
Slipper Codes $1.25 for each pattern - cash, cheque or money order. Add 
25¢ each pattern for first- 
class mail and handling. S~md 
to: bm Wheeler, Nesd~lt 
D~t, (inmt name of /oar 
I"1~), kldmm (Ont. r~mts 
add 9~ sales tax). Print [hint/ 
Pattern Numb,', Your name, 
Ad~ 
SUPER VALUE-1978 REEDLE- 
CRAFT catalog. 225 designs 
to choose from. 3 free inside. 
All crafts, Knit, Crochet ...... 75¢ 
Easy Gifts 'n' Omanonts,.$I.50 
Pillow 9mw-0ffs .......... $1.50 
Stuff 'n' Puff ~iHa ....... $1.25 
Stitch'n' Patch ~ilto ..... $1.25 
rachet eith Squms ...... $1.50 
Cmhd a WRdn~e ........ $1.00 
more than doubling the 
capacity of an elevator in 
use for 35 years. The 
Mianeapolis-based grain 
company said Tuesasy 
construction will begin in 
early 1978 and the new 
terminal will be in 
opera.tim in time for the 
1979 harvest. The new 
elevator, with a eapacity 
of four million bushels, 
will serve international 
markets with grain from 
Ohio, Indiana and 
Michigan, said Clifford 
Roberts, a Cargill vice- 
Nifty fifty Quith ........... $1.00 president. 
Ripple Crochet ............ $1.00 
Sew & Knit Book .......... $1.25 
NeedlepoiM Book ......... $1.00 STEELPRICES 
Ftower Cmcbet Book ....... $1.00 BOOST 
Hairpin Crochet Book ...... $1.00 CHICAGO (AP) - -  
Instant Crochet Baek ...... $1.00 Inland Steel Co. has  
Instant Macrame Boot....$1.00 joined Bethlehem Steel 
Instant Money Boek ....... $1.(M 
Complde Gift Book ........ $1.50 Corp. in announclng.price 
Complete Aflhans #14....$1.00 increases on a oroao 
12 PdzeAflh~ns #12.< ...... 7~ range , of pnxluets. 
Book of l6 ~ i~ #l ......... 7~ I n lands  increases  av- 
Museum Quill Book #2 ...... 75~ erage 5.4 l)er cent. 
15Quittstor_Today #3 ....... 7~ Bethlehem's inereanes, 
bk  of 16 Jiffy Rup ........ 75¢ announced Monday, Briefs average 5.5 per cent. Both compani s set ef- 
fective dates of Feb. 1 
(~f4Wt  W ~  PLANS GRAIN and March 1, depending e,_ . . _ ___  o  the product. A 
Slip your toes into snuggly 
slippers in two smart st~les. 
Crochet one pair for your- 
self, another for a thrifty gift. 
Use 2 strands knitting worsted 
in 2 colors for fashionable 
ballet style and moccasins. 
Pat. 562: S, M, L, included. 
Smart Jacket! 
TERMINAL 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) -- 
Cargill Inc. plans to build 
a St&million grain export 
terminal at-the port of 
Toledo on Lake Erie, 
spokesman for the 
federal Council on Wa~e 
and Price Stability satd 
anything over 5.5 per cent 
might be considered 
inflationary. 
Wrap into this jacket for 
everything-work or weekends. 
Just what you need for your 
travels. Use a strand synthetic 
sport yarn in 4 contrasting colors 
to crochet his striped jacket• 
Mainly single crochet. Pattern 
568: Sizes 8.18 included. 
$1.25 for each pattern - cash, 
cheque or money order. Add 
25¢ each pattern for first- 
class mail and handling. Send 
to: Laura Wh~er, NoedlKrait 
0epL, (inset name of your 
paper), Address (0nL residents 
add ~ sales tax). Pdnt plein~ 
P~tem Number, Your Name, 
Address. 
l i : .  
.~:.)/ 
?~'~',. 
i 
01979 Unh~nnl Pro. Synd<nte 
2. 
"What exactly do you mean by ~#s you and 
me settle this outside in &e elloyl" 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
]2 sheets only- 3 .75  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
Carriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately in 
TERRACE and 
THORNHILL areas 
Extra earnings. 
PHONE 
635-6357 
~,anadian Radio Tele- 
Communteattons Com- 
mission • , 
Secretary- . . 
Telecommumeauons 
Berger Building " 
100 Metc~lf Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
I)e~r Secretary: 
I am writing this letter 
of' complaint to yoiu as a 
lut  resort in the hope 
that you will be able to 
help me. 
A.am an officer in the 
Terrace Local of the 
Telecommunications 
Workers Union which, as 
yon know, is involved in a 
contraet dispute with the 
British Columbia 
Telephone Company. 
• My problem isthat my 
telepl~ne service to my 
home has been cut off by 
'the company. They did 
this on December ~, 1977 
and, even after numerous 
reports from myself, 
femily and friends have 
failed to restore the 
service. 
My wife phoned the 
District Customer Ser- 
vice Manager, Jo Duan, 
on December 25, 1977 to 
request some action 
towards* restoral of 
service and was told by 
Dram that we were cut off 
• in ~etaliation of some 
phone call which they 
have failed to describe, 
andwhich they claim was 
made from our phone in 
the early hours of 
December 24, 1977: 
Letters to the Editor 
December 14th, 1977 
To Whom It may Con- 
cern: 
Recently, a national 
outrage occurred after 
the multi-national giant 
"INCO" layed off several 
hundred of its workers in 
Subdury, Ontario. The 
resulti~bg public outcry 
reverberated across 
Canada. 
At approximately the 
same time, a more 
monstrous outrage was to 
unfold in B.C. The huge 
B.C. Telephone Co. and 
its subsidiary CT & S, 
which ere beth members 
ef the ultra huge multi- 
national New York based 
B.T. & E. complex, were 
finally able to engineer 
the elimination of close to 
1O,000 workers h'om their 
payroll for what lboks. 
like a long time. They 
succeeded in their plot 
~d so far not a whinipar 
from government or the 
PU_ blic. The key to their 
~ccess, "and take heed 
LNCO", is that the em- 
ployees were not laid off' 
but in.stead thek jobs 
have been eliminated by 
the instigation of a labour 
dispute. How do you 
instigate a labour- 
dispute? By simply 
making the workers an 
offer they had to refuse. 
In short, demanding the 
guts outof their collective 
agreement. If they 
refuse, lock them out but 
make it look like a strike, 
couple this with well- 
labour dispute of their 
own making. 
It is true the B.C. Tel 
will not be able-tol~0cket 
the entire 100 mll~i0n if 
the dispute should lest 
that long. The company 
will reluctantly rebate 
the odd customer for 
shoddy services ren- 
dered. OVertime rates in 
excess of $20 per hour will 
be required to bolster the 
sagging morale of the 
supervisory work force. 
B~ses inept in their new 
workers roles will also 
reduce company profit. 
One expense I can assure 
you that these merchants 
of misery will play up to 
the hilt will be that oc- 
cesioned by acts of 
violence against com- 
pany plaln. This violence 
has usually been minor 
on nature and is very 
adeptly overplayed tothe 
news media and gullible 
public. All of this is in- 
tended to serve the 
company's interest hy 
fanning flames of 
outrage against the 
unionist. Thge real issues 
are thus avoided and the 
spotlight ta]~en away 
from the perpertrator f
this heinous economic 
crime, While this 
diversionary tactic is in 
progress, while the Im.. lice 
are busy tracking sown 
culprits responsible'for a 
few thousand in damage, 
the real vtllians continue 
to hilk the public out of 
millions in one of the 
greatest con-game 
swindles of our time. How 
many millions will be 
siphoned out of the 
country into the hands of 
Big Daddy- G.T. & E. in 
New York, we may never 
know. A public horse 
whipping Is too good for 
these tyrants who hold an 
already shakey B.C. 
economy hostage to this 
type o f  extertzon. How 
much longer must we be 
subjected to their ban- 
ditry and every evil 
whim? Huckstensm on 
such a grand scale must 
not be allowed to succeed, 
cannot be allowed to 
succeed. Perhaps B.C. 
Tel's rates should be 
rolled back to com- 
pensate the public for any 
inconvenience? A
rollback may even 
convince them to give up 
their present charade and 
return to responsible 
bargaining -- not such a 
bad idea. 
Don,d McRobb 
Terrorist 
sentenced 
THE HERALD, Thurlday, December 29, 1971, PAGE ? 
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Members of the Terrace E .o  and 8mithers team (Scores 
competed in the annual Pup Tournament Tuesday. 
Soviets warn U.S..of bombs 
MQSCOW (AP) -- The 
Soviet Union warned the 
United States today that 
development and de- 
ployment of the Cruise 
missile or neutron bomb 
at U.S. furward bases in 
Europe or with European 
allies might reduce the 
possibility of reaching fu- 
ture arms agreements. 
and to hand them over to 
NATO countries." 
The article said that the 
neutron bomb, which 
destroys people but 
leaves buildings intact, 
also might be deployed at 
these bases. 
Earlier this month, 
U.S. Defence Secretary 
Harold Brown sought o 
assure West European 
allies that a possible new 
U.S.-Soviet agreement on 
limiting strategic bombs 
would not bargain away 
European r|ghts to 
develop and deploy the 
Cruise missile. 
The Cruise missile is a 
small, highly accurate 
pilotless jet aircraft that 
m relatively inexpensive 
in comparison to modern 
missiles. It can be made 
to fly long distances, 
which is why it is a 
subject of U.S.-Soviet 
strategic urms-ltmitation 
talks. 
several hours after we staged dress rehearsals A commentary in the 
noticed our phone to be and you finally arrive at STUTTGART, West Germunyafterashootout Communist party 
dead! the present potentially Germany (APY -- A with police in which a newspaper Pravda by 
very lucrative moment federal court today male companion, Maj.-Gen.RairSimonyan 
We had some previous that the B.C. Tel Brass sen tenced terror~ GucnterSonnenberg, was said the Soviet Union 
trouble in late November, have long awaited: That Verona Booker to life seriously wounded, opposes the opening of a 
1977 when, after several is the lock out of ap- imprisonment for at- She was sentenced new channel in the arms 
unsuccessful attempts to proximately 10,000 tempted murder and after being convicted for race but its position 
make a long distance workers. It took them a armed robbery, attempted murder of the should not be interpreted 
call, my line became long time and a lot of The 25-your-old woman six policemen who ar- as a sign of weakness. 
hung up  on what I perslstance, but it finally was amonglljailedWest rested her and Son-  "Neither Cruise 
assumed at the time to be paid off. German terrorists whose nenberg and for robbery missiles nor neutron 
a faulty paice of equip- Now that you have the release was demanded of a bank in West Berlin. bombs nor new ~PeS of 
mont. The problem was game plan, let us now lest October by plane In 1974, she was sen- weapons can intmddate 
cleared after a call to point out a Ipossible hijackers and the kid- tenced to six years ira- the Soviet Union," the 
Repair Sercice. This motive for thin adv- problem was treated by denture. B.C. Telephone nappers of industrialist prisonment for bank Pravda commentary 
I-Ianns-Martin Schleyer. robbery and for the said. D E C  26  W I N N I N G  N U M B E R S  beth myself and the Co. is in a ver~ unique He was slain by his bombing two years The article followed 
company at the time as position of lmying their normal eq~iRment ' . expenses drastically kidnappers after  West earlier of the British • 
prob lem' .  ~~"~uced and t l~ .nts  German co _~)ando~ forces yacht club in ..W,,~t Soviet President Leonid B~ ~ :~::.,,.s*~ . re zh  n ( . . . . . .  Here'arethenumbersdrawn in the Deceml~e~:2~l~l~~ 
month ,~[~i~U,~- . t -~/~/dous ly  ~ ~  s tor~J~ '~J f l~ .0~e:~ B~.~tin..Sh¢.,2~i/S..~J~e~i': FHday that- "the- .Soviet " of the Provincial Lottery. Cl~eck the numbers b~ ~:  '~~': 
the Cop, pa=n~ c mut,mce off liiboui" disput~.. ~' ~ . '~ lS  S°nl~d[a:~:'~'~ed more along with several other Union would be forced to than 80 hostages: terrorists in March, 1975, develop a neutron bomb You may be a winner. To Claim your prize, follow the 
then as well. What for, I exactly the opposite ' in exchange for kid- of its own if the United instructions on the reverse of your ticket. 
do not yet Know. ' position of what most While Chief Judge napped West Berlin poll- States goes ahead with its Ifyou'renotawlnnerlnlhlsdraw, 
. ' .  . .. other companies would Wolfgung Fischer was ticzan Peter Lorenz and plans. , 
at no time did me find. Simply put, -B.C,  reading the verdict, flown to South Yemen. The Soviete have a KEEP YOUR T ICKET 
Company contact me ny Telephone Co. will Becker struggled with West German in" Cruise missile capability 
mail, in parson, or by continue to receive their her four guards and had vestigators claim Booker but Western experts say Keep your blue December 26th draw ticket, 
phone to inform me that revenue while saving to be subdued, was a member of the they are five years it's also eligible for the January 29th draw. 
anything of an irregular millions in payroll. The Lawyers for Booker, a same ~errorist cell behind the United States 
nature had taken place. C.R.T.C. is the regulatory former telephone believed responsible for in developing it. 
body which sets B.C. operator, had asked the the killings of Chief The Pravda cam- $1  MILL ION $100 
At the moment my Tel;'s rates; of course, it court fo r ,  limited sen- F ede mentary was devoted |GO0 
mother is visiting us and pegs these rates at a fence. SiegfriedBuback, banker largely to U.S. forward WINNING NUMBERS WINNING NUMBERS 
has a very difficult time sufficient level to enable Becker, said by West Jue~en Ponto and bases in Europe--the 
gettingaround'Sheneeds B'C'Telt°c°veralltheir Germanauth°ritiestebo S c h l e y e ' a  phone for medical But she has not been nuclear submarines, I I I I I I [ 1 2  0 6 7 3 1 9 
reasons as well as for 
peace of mind. My wife 
also works and depends a
lot on the phone. For 
th.ess reasons I hope for 
your swift action. 
Yours sincerely, 
Croft Randle 
/ 4724Straume Ave., 
Terrace B.C. 
December 27,1977. 
c.c. Iona Campagnolo 
Mp. 
Jeanne Sauve Mp 
(Communications) 
Stu Legget MP 
Cyril Shelford (MLA 
expenses and allow for 
profit. B.C. Tel's greatest 
expense, payroll, is well 
Over 1 million dollars 
every 2 days, for the 
members now locked out. 
This payroll, which they 
have now eliminated, 
would approach 16 
million a month or close 
to 100 million dollars if 
the present lockout coil- 
tinues the six ~ontl~ that 
B.C. Tel president 
Gordon McFurlane 
suggests. What a 
paradox! B.C. Telephone 
pretends te suffer, B.C. 
Tel president Fordon 
McFurlane continues to 
whimper,, while the 
company waxes fat in a 
. . . .  Holiday death 
By THE CANADIAN Saturday when his ear 
PRESS collided with a police 
An unidentified 54- cruiser. Police said the 
year-old Vancouver man cruiser's lights and siren 
who choked to death on a were on when the 
bite of Christmas turkey 
was one 'of at least eight 
people who died ac- 
cidentally in British 
Columbia during the 
holfday weekend, a 
Canadian Press survey 
shows. 
Another Vancouver 
man, Klaus Lundine, 44, 
died Sunday when he 
broke his neck after the 
bicycle he was riding fell 
one metre off a loading 
ramp in the city's in- 
duslrial area. • 
A baby girl less than 
two.weeks old was one of 
three people killed 
Christmas Eve in a house 
fire in Thasis, on Van- 
couver Island's nor- 
thwest coast. Police 
identified the others as 
Sampson Glendale, 24, 
and . his neighbor 
Josephine Hadden, 23, the 
baby's mother, "~ ~ _ 
Stsven Kuklis, 34, of 
Sur rey"  was. killed 
collision occurred in 
Vancouver's east end. 
Cheryl Lynn Lieuwen, 
31, of Delta died Monday 
night when the van m 
which she was riding 
collided bead-on with 
another cur in Richmond. 
Five other people were in 
hospital, two of them in 
serious condition. 
Three-year-old Lee 
Anne Cathy Schultz of 
Vernon died Christmas 
Eve when she was thrown 
from a snowmobile 
driven by her father. 
Police said the 
snowmobile overturned'/ 
when Schultz attempted ~ 
to drive it up an em- 
bunkmant. He was not 
e survey, from 6 
p.m. Friday to midnight 
Tuesday night, local 
times, does not include 
industrial accidents, 
• known suicides and 
homicides. ' 
a hard-core member of 
the  Baader-M einh 
terrorist underground, 
was arrested last sum- 
mer in southern West 
charged with any of the 
killings and was in prison 
when two of them took 
place. 
Disney phones 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Mickey Mouse mer- 
chandise, already a $16- 
million business in 
Canada, is moving into 
the telephone field. 
A Bell Canada 
spokesman said today the 
company is arranging 
with distributors of 
Micksy Mouse mer- 
chandiss to market the 
phone next spring. 
Phones designed after 
the Walt Disney 
character are selling in 
the United States for 
• about $10o each, but the 
Bell spokesman said the 
Canadian price has not 
been set. 
Mickey Mouse will be 
50 years old in 1978 and, 
marki~g~ !the,: oe ca si on, 
merchandise bearing its 
label seld/ briskly this 
Christmas; retailers aid. 
Clem Saila, vice- 
~esident of Disney 
usic of Canada Ltd., 
said retail sales .of 
licensed merchandise 
under the Mickey Mouse 
label in Canada ere worth 
more than $16 million a 
year. 
In addition, television 
~rograms in French and 
nglish in .Canada bring 
in about $2 million a year 
and Disney movies about 
$30 million a year, Saila 
said. 
bombs and aircraft 
carriers based in Britain, 
Spain and other ureas of 
the Continent. 
SAYS U.S. STRONG 
Simonyan, an 
a u th  o r i toat ivq  
mentator who is a 
professor a tan  army 
staff college, said U.S. 
forward-bass tactical nu- 
clear strength in Europa 
is 7,000 units--"more 
than enough to raze the 
whole of Western Eu- 
rope." 
"The United States' 
decision to launch the 
mass production of 
Cruise missiles in itself 
could have very 
dangerous con- 
sequences," his article 
said. "But thq. matter 
also is being aE~ravated 
by Washingt~'~'s in- 
tention to shl~. these 
missflss across ~e ocean 
to build up its' forward- 
base nuclear potential 
We're 
Listed 
Here! 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
IARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. - 630-1761 
IR'S BOOKKEEP ING & 
ACCOUNTING - 638-1761 
TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES - 635-4227 
BOOK NOOK - 635-3081 ~ 
RHETT BLADES OCCIDENTIAL  
L IFE  - 635-5757 Ot,~ 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP . 635.2238 
ALL.WEST GLASS.  638-1166 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your Business , , , . ,  
Phone listed for your customers PLUS@ C, I I  63. -635, 
141slslT'141s 61 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your ticket are 
identical to and in the same order as those winning 
numbers above, your ticket is eligible to win the car- 
responding prize. 
[ last 6digits win $'0,000 last 4 dig its win $2S0 1 
last 5 digits win $t,000 last 3 digits win $s0 
NOTE: Fifty dollar winners ($50.} may claim their winnings by presenting theft 
ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce only in Brflisn 
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Yukon 
DEC. 26 BONUS DRAW 
WINNING NUMBERS 
Listed in numerical order, for your convenience. 
50 NUMBERS WIN $20,000 EACH 
FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
6038066 1346071 1468384 5058821 
1815611 5868279 2152827 6201003 
2083332 3090115 1642365 5225714 
4565686 1596273 6304646 1949350 
1817676 5508814. 4185960 3182477 
5619949 3083306 4804725 2028054 
3271459 2465489 6374217 1253734 
2013899 4134118 1443272 5709874 
4324330 6262389 4339171 4860445 
2893563 4814785 3187737 1639960 
6132240 6131149 1611783 5995379 
4622188 1996257 2233274 3369854 
2340491 5333412 
TICKETS FOR: 
ON SALE NOW! 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
/ 
' 7  
]l 
! 
k 
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Horoscope 
Whet kind of day will 
tomorrow be? 'I['o find out what 
the stars say, read the forecast 
givon for your birth 
(Mar. 21 
You may have momente of 
depm~ien. Don't try to cover 
them up with an "ect" Banish 
them conq~lataly b getting out 
and doing things which 
.stlmulato your mind. 
TAURUS L...R t - - '~  
Favorable stellar influences 
now promise increaning 
Bet some minor situaflma may 
have to be ironed out before you 
can go ahead with long-range 
plans. 
(May ~- to June 21) ~ 
Don't let a prevalent spirit of 
reatleeeneee and nervous 
energy lead you into erratic 
behavior. You could land in 
"bet water." 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) ~ 
Rmnorenow circulating could 
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30. 1977 
undermine your confidence, if 
you let them. Use that optimism 
and good Judgment of yours and 
ignore them. 
LEO 
(J,,,y. to Aug. 23)06  
Morning hours may be 
somewhat on the dull side, but 
momentum picks up after noon; 
should lead to bright prospects 
-- both business-wise and 
socially. 
vmao 
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) 
Watch emotions carefully. 
Don't let sudden enthusla~ 
carry you to a point where they 
actually become otmessiens. 
LmRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) .n .&~ 
Do not become disillusioned if 
some dL~pprove of your ideas 
and are unwilling to fall in with 
your plans. If understanding 
and tolerant, you Just COULD 
bring them around. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) I I I /~  ~* 
Make no decisions until all 
am~ar, ha.,;,clle tbem discer- founded oud engage opponents 
niugly, with alasr-headedseus, with enth~insm. 
smart control. YOU BORN TODAY are 
SAGrPrARIUS _ I J~ l "  endowed with practically all of 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) w~gl "r the traits and talents needed to 
xour ingenuity, foresight and - live a happy and successful life. 
intuition should be at a peak Unfortunately, however, your 
ne~v. A good time to look into tendency toward self-doubt and 
new offerings and gauge their your fears of what others may 
real value. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 
Stellar influencoa now warn 
against misleading influences, 
deceit and dubious chemes. Be 
alert and counteract with your 
innate integrity and good 
Judgment. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~. ,=~ 
If you really have time for 
"extras" on a busy day, take 
them on Judiciously. Don't 
overtax energies, and don't 
hesitate to ask for help if you 
find yourself in a bind. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 
Plenty of compeUtien about, 
think of your effom ~en 
prevent you frmn realizing your 
full potential Inherently, you 
are an extremely ambitious 
individual, you work hard and 
you dream of glorious 
achievement but, until you can 
develop self-confidence and a 
surety of attaining your goals, 
many d your efforts will be in 
vain - -  causing you to become 
moody and depressed even to 
the point of melancholy. Belief 
in y~,  however, can lead 
• you to great heights. You have e 
fine mind and, extremely 
versatile, could excel in many 
fields, notably: business 
management, finance, the law, 
s ia te~ and literature. 
avenues have been explored, hat don't let it dismay you. Birthdato f: Rudyard Kipling,, 
Should tem~rary deterrents Anchor your Bails to the well- Eng. author. 
me, and when she turned on the charm I forgot how young 
she was. 
It will probably never happen to me again, but what 
bothers me is knowing that there are hundreds {maybe 
thousands) ofinnocent men who are behind bars because of 
girls like her. I'm sure the courts don't fully understand 
that a grown man can be the victim of an underaged girl. 
What is your opinion? VICTIM 
DEAR VICTIM: I don't buy your plea of "total 
helplessness." Knowing that she was under age, you 
should have resisted her advances, regardless of how 
aggressive, appealing and seductive she was. Worse yet, 
you missed a golden opportunity to help a mixed-up 
• fatherless cldld straighten out her head and gec oxx a Mldd. le-A.ged Rues collision course wlth d~saster. 
DEAR ABBY: [ would like to know why every time I Affa, r Wroth Teen change my halr style, some ninny gives me a compllment, 
and then blows the compliment by asking, "Is that your 
real hair or is i~ a wig? 
Not only is this rude and ill-mannered, it is also none of 
By Abigail Van Buren their business. 
lets by Chicago Tfibune.N.V. News Synd. Inc. TO me i t 's l ike  complimenting a lady on her  teeth - - then  
asking if they're false. 
Please print this letter if it takes a yearl I am sure I'm 
not the only person this happens to. 
WIGGED OUT 
• DEAR ABBY: Men are raised to scorn and fear any 
sexual activity with girls who are legally under age. This I 
can understand. But now I realize that in some cases the 
men are the victims and the girls are guilty. 
First let me say that I am not u child molester. I lived 50 
years without ever touching an underaged girl. In fact, the 
thought of it repulsed me. Then it happened, and I found 
myself totally helpless. There was no way I could resist 
her; and if she hadn't left town with her mother just after 
it started in September, I'd probably still be involved with 
her. 
Our involvement lasted only two weeks, and at no time 
DEAR WIGGED: You're not (according to my mail); but 
take it as a compliment. You're being told that your hair 
looks too good to be real./And most things that do, aren't.} 
CONFIDENTIAL TO DIXIE: You can tell n great deal 
about a person s character if 3ou know how he spends his 
spare time. 
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to 
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be 
did I take advantage of her. She was the aggressor from Popular; You're Never Too Youa 8 or Too Old," is for you. 
the moment we met, and eke was as mature physically and Send $1 along with m long, self-addressed, stamped 124 
aware sexually as a woman of 20. Perhaps the fact that she cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Leaky Drive, Beverly Hills, 
was fatherless played a part in it, but she really went after Calif. 90~-12. 
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1 
1 
• Wheel of 
Fortune 
Knockout 
Knockout 
To Say 
the Least 
The G ig  
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The Doctors 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Movie 
"The Big 
Show" 
Esther Williams 
Cliff Robertean 
Davld Nelenn 
Nehemiah Perseff 
Robert Vaughn 
• :00 
:15 
4 
Camera 
Twelve 
Mr. Dreesup 
Nb'. Dressup m m  
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
BOb McLean 
Show 
Bob McLean 
Show 
I Dream 
of Jeannle 
Hollywood 
Squares 
m l  
Ryan's 
Hope . 
Edge ov 
Night_ 
Take 
Thirty 
calebrlty 
Cooks ,__j 
The Young m 
Chefs 
Fridey after I 
Jean cannem 
Show 
Definition 
Definition 
Kamon's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee 
"Jack and the 
Witch" 
Con't 
Con't 
Cen't 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
S h o ~  
The Lucy 
Show 
Star 
Trek 
Move of Life 
Midday News 
Young & the 
Restless 
Over 
Easy 
Electric 
Company 
Sesame 
Stree 
Sesame 
Street 
Gulliver's 
Travels 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Renascence 
Renascence 
Speakout 
Speakout 
Street 
Sesame 
st r ~.,.........~..,,.~ 
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.m Greetings to aU of  our  patro .m 
• for a happy and prosperous I • 
'_m for your patronage. 
• : '  
almummmmmnnmmmmmmmminmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmvqmmnmumm , 
GORDON and ANDERSOH 
LTD. 
Store Hours: Tues. to Sat. y a .m.  fo 5:30 p.m. 
F r iday  9 a .m.  to 9 p.m.  
